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IN THÊ SUPREI4E COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

N CHANDRABABU NAIDU & ORS.

VERSUS

UNION OF INDIA & ANR.

ll'rITH

WRIT PETITION (C) No. 1'514 OF 2018
rrlRIT PETITION (C) No. 23 OF 2019

WRIT PETTTIoN (c) No. 215 0F 2019 AND

h,RIT PETITIoN (c) No. 385 oF 2019

l¡rrit Petition fCl No. 273/20agi

\

This writ petition has been filed seeking the

following reliefs:

"4. Issue a writ of mandamus or any
other appropriate v',rit, order or
direction thereby quashing and
setting aside Guideline No.16.6 of
the Manual on Electronic Voting
Machine and WPAT as f ramed and
issued by the Election commission
of India; and

B. Issue a writ of mandamus or any
other appropriate writ,' order or
direction thereby directing that
minimum of 50% randomized WPAT
paper slip verification of EvM
shall be conducted in every General
and Bye Election in each Assembly
Segment of a Parliamentary
Constituency, in case of Election
to the House of the People; and in
each Assembly constituency, in case
of an election to a State
Legislative Assembly; and

PETTTToNER(S)

RESPONDENT(S)



c.

2L
Fass such other order or direction
as it deems fit in the facts of the
present case and in the interest of
j ustice . "

Guideline No. 16.6 of the Manual on Electronic

Voting Machine and WPAT in respect of which the first
prayer has been made would require to be specifically

noticed to appreciate the issues involved in the writ
petition. We, therefore, deem it appropriate to extract

GuideLine No. 16.6, which reads as follows:

"16.6. Mandatory Verification of WPAT
Paper Slips:

Mandatory verification of WPAT paper
slips of randomly selected 01 (one)
polling station shall be conducted in all
future ceneral and Bye Elections to the
House of the People and State Legislative
Assemblies, in addition to the provisions
of RuIe 560 of the conduct of Elections
Rules,1961, after the completion of the
last round of counting of votes recorded
in the EVMS, as under:

a) In case of General and Bye elections
to State legislative Assemblies,
verification of WPAT paper slips of
randomly selected 01 (one) polling
station per Assembly Constituency,

b) In case of General and Bye elections
to the House of the People,
verification of WPAT paper slips of
randomly selected 01 (one) polling
station of each Assembly Segment of
the Parliamentary Constituency
concerned.

For this mandatory verification of
WPAT paper slips, the followS.ng
procedure shall be followed.

16.6.1.The verificatj-on of WPAT paper
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slips of randomly selected 01
(one) polling station for each
Assembly Con st it uency,/Segment
shall be taken up after the
completion of the last round of
counting of votes recorded in the
EVMS.

16.6.2. The random selection of 01 (one)
pollÍng station per Assembly
Constituency,/Segment shall be
done by Draw of lots, by the
Returning Officer concerned, in
the presence of candidates,/their
agents and the General Observer
appointed by the Commission for
that Constituency.

16.6.3.The draw of lots must be conducted
immediately after the completion
of the last round of counting of
votes recorded in the EVMs
(Control Units) in the designated
Counting HaIl for the particular
Assembly Constituency,/Assembly
Segment.

16.6.4. A written intimation regarding
the conduct of draw of lots for
the random selection of 01 (one)
polling station for verÍfication
of WPAT Slips shall be given by
the ReturnÍng Officer to the
Candidates,/their election agents
well in advance.

16.6.5. The following procedure shall be
followed for the conduct of draw
of lots:

a) White colour paper cards of
postcard size shall be used for
conducting the draw of lots.

b) Total number of such paper cards
should be equal to total number
of polling stations in the
Assembly Constituency.

c) The paper cards sha1l have pre-
printed Assembly Constj.tuency./
Assembly Segment number, AC,/AS
name and date of polling on the

v
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top, and the polling station
number in the centre. Each digit
of the polling station number
shall be atleast 1" x 1"(1 ínch
by 1 inch) size and printed in
black ink.

d) The paper cards to be used for
draw of lots should be four-
folded in such a way that
polling station number is not
visible.

e) Each paper card shall be shown
to the candidates/their agents
before folding and dropping in
the container.

f) The paper cards shall be kept in
the big container and must be
shaken before picking up 01
(one) slip by the Returning
Officer.

16.6.6. The verification of WPAT paper
slips shall be done in a'WPAT
Counting Booth' (VCB), specially
prepared for this purpose inside
the Counting HaII. The booth shall
be enclosed in a wire mesh just
like a bank cashier's cabin so
that no WPAT paper slip can be
accessed by any unauthorized
person. One of the Counting tables
in the CountÍng HaIl can be
converted into the VCB and can be
used for normal counting of round-
wise EVM votes before the count of
WPAT slips as per random
selection after the completion of
round-wise EVM counting.

16.6.7. The Verification count of the
WPAT paper slips of the randomly
selected 01 (one) polling station
shall be conducted strictly in
accordance urith the instructions

q



of the Commission on counting irf
printed paper slips 

..

16. 6.8. The Returning Officer in¿
Assistant Returning OffÍcer, as
the case may be, shall personally
supervise the counting of WÉAT
paper slips at this booth. fhe
General 0bserver concerned shali
ensure close and careful
observation of the entire exercise
and ensure strict compliance cf
the Commission ' s instructions.

16. 6.9. The above process shall be full:¡
videographed.

16.6.10. After completion of the above
process, the Returning Officer
shall give a certificate in the
annexed format ( Annexu re - 30 ) . 

,,

The petitioners, who are 2l in number, are

representatives of 21 political parties, who claim to
represent about 70-75% of the totaL population of the

country and also to represent the entire opposition in

the Lok Sabha. The thrust of the petition is that, to

maintain the purity of the electoral process and to

ensure foolproof result of the mandate expressed by the

voters in the forthcoming ceneral Elections of the Lok

Sabha as weII as to some Assembly seats in different

States it is necessary to increase the percentage of

verification of WPAT paper trails to atleast 50% of the

EVMs to be used in the forthcoming elections.

The Election Commission of India has not
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responded very favourably to the prayers made

writ petition, as noticed above,

Very broadly, the Election Commission of IndÍa

("ECI") contends that a query had been posed to the

Indian Statistical Institute ("ISI"), namely, "hrhat

would be the reasonable sample size of pollinq

Stations where WPAT slips verification is required

to be carried out to achieve the ohiect of

el-ectoral Drocess"

b
ín the

According to the ECI, the said query was posed

to an Expert Body, namely, ISI . In response, the ISI had

submitted an elaborate report, the crux of whÍch is that

verification of WPAT paper trail of 429 (randomly

selected) Electronic Voting Machines ("EVMs") would

generate over gg% accuracy in the electj.on results. It
is also pointed out that as per Guideline No. 16.6 i.e.
verification of WPAT paper trails of one Assembly

Constituency or Assembly Segment in a parliamentary

constituency would involve verification of WPAT paper

trail- of 4125 EVMs instead of 479 EVMs which is eight

times more than what has been reported by the ISI .

Addj-tionally, the ECI has pointed out infrastructure

difficulties, including manpower availability, at this



point of time, in increasing the number of EVMS for
verification. According to the Election Gommission of

India, the sample verification of the WPAT paper trail
of one EVM is done by a team of three Officers under the

direct supervision of the Returning Officer and the

Election Observer of the constituency. The process takes

about an hour. If what the petitioner asks for i.e.
verif,ication of WPAT paper trail of SO% of the EVMS,

the decl-aration of result of election could be delayed

by 5-6 days.

In a situation where the ECI, a constitutional

body, is satisfied on the integrity of the EVMS and

which is further fortified by the sample verification of

WPAT paper trail of one EVM per Assembly Constituency

or Assembly Segment in a parliamentary Constituency, the

exercise sought for by the petitioner wouLd be a futile
exercise, which the Court should not order, it is
contended.

Vrle have heard learned

and we have also interacted

Election Commissioner, hrho is
Court.

At the very

observe that neither

counsel for the parties

with Mr. Jain, Deputy

personally present Ín

outset the Court would like to

the satisfaction of the Etection



Commission nor the system in vogue today, as stated

above, is being doubted by the Court insofar as fairness

and integrity is concerned. It is possible and we are

certain that the system ensures accurate electoral

results. But that is not all . If the number of machines

which are subjected to verification of paper trail can

be increased to a reasonable number, ít would lead to
greater satisfaction amongst not only the potitical
parties but the entire electorate of the Country. This

is what the Court should endeavour and the exercise,

therefore, should be to find a viable number of machines

that should be subjected to the verification of WPAT

paper trails keeping in mind the infrastructure and the

manpower difficulties pointed out by the Deputy Election

CommissÍoner. In this regard, the proximity to the

Election schedule announced by the ECI must be kept in

mind.

Having considered the matter, we are of the view

that if the number of EVMS in respect of which WpAT

paper slips is to be subjected to physical scrutiny is
increased from 1 to 5, the additional manpower that

would be required would not be difficult for the ECI to

provide nor would the declaration of the result be

substantially delayed. In fact, if the said number is
increased to 5, the process of verification can be done

by the same team of potling Staff and



supervisors,/officials . It is, therefore, our considered

view that having regard to the totatity of the facts of
the case and need to generate the greatest degree of

satisfaction in a1l with regard to the full accuracy of

the election results, the number of EVMs that would now

be subjected to verification so far as WPAT paper trail
is concerned would be S per Assembly Constituency or

Assembly Segments Ín a parliamentary constituency

instead of v,,hat is provided by Guideline No. 16.6,

namely, one machine per Assembly Constituency or

Assembly Segment in a parlianentary Constituency. Vtle

also direct that the random selection of the machines

that would be subjected to the process of WPAT paper

trail verification as explained to us by Mr. Jain,

Deputy Commissioner of the Election Gommission, in terms

of the guidelines in force, shall apply to the WPAT

paper traiL verification of the 5 EVMs covered by the

present order.

With the aforesaid directions, the Writ petition

shal1 stand closed.

ldrit Petitinn fCì Nn t?/2It1o'

/-1

We express our reluctance to go into the issues

regarding the integrity of the EVMS which have been

raised at a belated stage. The petition bras filed in the

month of December, 2018 raj_sing various technical issues

which are not possible to be gone into at this stage.
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With the aforesaid observatÍons, the writ
petition sha1l stand closed.

V'lrit Petition lC) No. 385/2019:

We are of the view that the present

recounting of votes in terms of RuLe S6-C of

of Election Rules, 1961 shall continue.

With the aforesaid observation,

petition shall stand closed.

Writ Petition (C) No. 1514,/2018 and l.lrit petÍtion lC)
No. 215/2Ùtgi

The writ petitions shall stand disposed of in terms

of the observations made in the connected b/rit petitions

i.e. Writ Petition (C) No.ZZZ/2OI!9 etc.

practj.ce of

the Conduct

the writ

NEW DELHI,
APRIL 8, 2019.

(RANJAN GOGOr)

(DEEPAK GUPTA)

........J.
(SANJrV KHANNA)



ITEM NO.48 + t4 COURT NO.l SECTION PTL.UJ

SUPREME COURT OF INDIA
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

vìlrit Petition(s) (civil) No{s) . 273/zoag

N CHANDRABABU NAIDU & ORS, Petitioner(s)

VERSUS

UNION OF INDIA & ANR. Respondent(s)

(FOR ADMTSSToN )

hIITH
h,.P. (c) No. a57-4/2o18 (PIL-ur)

vJ. P. (c) No. 23/2oas (prL-þ,t)
(FOR PERMISSIoN T0 APPEAR AND ARGUE IN PERSON ON IA 3923,/2019 and
FOR APPROPRIATE ORDERS,/DIRECTIONS ON IA 46959 /2OL9)

W.P.(c) No. 2a5/2ot9 (PIL-W)
(FoR ADMTSSToN)

hI.P.(c) No. 385,/2019 (PIL-!.J)
(FOR ADMISSIoN and IA No. 461,a2/Zots-EXEMpTTON FROM FTLING o.T.)

Date : 08-04-2019 These petitions were called on for hearing today.

CORAM :

HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE
HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE DEEPAK GUPTA
HON'BLE MR, JUSTTCE SANJIV KHANNA

For Petitioner ( s )
WP 273/2OI9 Dr. Abhishek Manu Singhvi, Sr. Adv.

Mr. saif Mahmood, Adv.
Mr. Varun K. Chopra, Adv.
Mr. Amit Bhandari, Adv.
Mr. Avishkar sÍnghvi, Adv.
Ms. Madhavi Khanna, Adv.
Mr. Anish Dayal, Adv,
Mr. Sumant De, Adv.
Mr. Mayank Mikhail Mukherjee, Adv.
Mr. Vivek Agarwal, Adv.
Mr. Arjun Singh Bhati, AOR
Mr. L. Nidhiram Sharma, Adv.
Mr. Azeem Samuel, Adv.
Mr, Chandy Oomen, Adv.
Mr. Zulfikar Menon, Adv.



wP a5t4/20!8

wP 23/20a9

wP 2L5/201,9

t¡'JP 385,/2019

12 V/
Mr. Kapil Sibal, Sr. Adv.
Mr, Sanjay Hegde, Sr. Adv.
Mr. Prasanna S., Adv.
Mr. N j-zam Pasha, Adv.
Mr. Pranjal KÍshore, Adv,
Mr. Shantanu singh, Adv.
Mr. Goutham Shivshankar, AOR

Mr. Sunil Ahya, In-person

Mr. Sanjay Hegde, Sr. Adv.
Mr. Pranjal Kishore, Adv.
Mr. Aakarsh Kamra, AOR

For Respondent (s)
E.C_r.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr,

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.

Rana Mukherjee, Sr, Adv.
Runamoni Bhuyan/ AOR
S. Chatterjee, Adv.
Piyush Sachdev, Adv,
Rajkumar Thorat, Adv.

C.A. Sundaram, Sr. Adv.
Arvind P. Datar, Sr. Adv.
Amit Sharma, AOR
Dipesh Sinha, Adv.
Ayia1a Imti, Adv.
Prateek Kumar, Adv.
Neelesh Singh Rao, Adv.

Mr. Sudeep Jain, Dy. Election Commj.ssioner

Mr. K,K. Venugopal, A.G.
Mr. Tushar Mehta, S.G.
Mr. Rajat Nair, Adv.
Mr. Sachin Sharma, Adv.
Mr. Ankur Ta1war, Adv.
Mr. A.K. Sharma, AOR

UPoN hearing the counsel the Court made the following
ORDER

V,lr+t Petition (c) No. 27312019, tJrit petition lc) No. 2312019 andhlrit Petition lC) No. 385,/2019:

The writ petitions stand closed in terms of the signed order.

Pending applications, if any, stand disposed of.



V'rrit Petition lC) No. 1514,/2018 and Writ petition (Cl No. 21512019:

The writ petitions shall stand disposed of in terms of the

observations made in the connected writ petitions i. e. Writ

Petition (C) No.273/2Oa9 el.c.

Pending applications, if any, stand disposed of.

(SUSHIL KUMAR RAKHEJA) (ANAND PRAKASH)
AR CUM PS BRANCH OFFICER

(Signed order j.s placed on the file.)

\3



IN TI{E SLIPREME COURT OF INDIA
CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

REVIEW PETITION (CIVIL) No._ OF 2019
IN

wRrT PETITION (CrV[) NO. ls14 OF 2018

(Under Article 137 of the Constitution r/w
Order XLVII of Supreme Court Rules, 2013)

BETWEEN

Mr. M.G. Devasahayam
s/o Maria Gnanaprahasam,
r/o House No: 21,
Adhimoolam Street,
Ponnappanadar Nagar,
Nagercoil,
Tamil Nadu - 629 004.

Mr. Kalarickal Pranchu Fabian
s/o Kalarickal Joseph Francis.
rlo C 45 IFS Apartments
Mayur Vihar Phase 1,

Delhi - 110092

Mr. Thomas Franco Raj endra Dev
s/o M.Devasahayam,
C I512- SAI Games Village,
Koyambedu,
Chennai,
Tamil Nadu - 600 017

2

\\

Versus

Election Commission of India
Through
Sr. Principal Secretary
NirvachanSadan, Ashoka Road,
New Delhi -110001

...Petitioners

...Respondent
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Review Petition Under Article 137 of the Constitution

R/w Order XLVII of the Supreme Court Rules 2013

TO

THE HON'BLE TFIE CHIEF
JUSTICE OF INDIA AND HIS
OTFIER COMPANION JUSTICES
OF THE HON'BLE TT{E
SITPREME COI'RT OF INDIA.

TI{E HUMBLE PETITION OF
THE PETITIONERS
ABOVENAMED

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:

1. This Review Petition is filed against the Common Order dt. 08.04.2019

passed by this Hon'ble Coufi in W.P.(Civil) 1514 of 2018 ("captioned

Writ Petition") and connected cases led by W.P.(C) 273 of 2019 titled

N.Chandrababu Naidu v. Union of India &. Anr (hereinaÍïer,

"Chandababu Naidu"), disposing ofall the connected cases including the

Captioned Writ Petition.

2. The Captioned Writ Petition was hled in public interest praying inter alía

for directions from this Hon'ble Court to the Respondent Election

Commission of India to count and cross-verifu the Voter Verihable paper

Audit Trails ("VVPATs") atleast in randomly chosen 30%o of ait polling

stations within each constituency. The captioned Writ Petition contended

that such cross-verification and counting of VVPAT slips is essential in

the interests of 'Democracy Principles' and the principle that elections

must not only be free and fair, but also be seen to be free and fair. The

Captioned Writ Petition also challenged as manifestly arbitrary,

irational, un¡easonable and, inter alia, in violation of Article 14 of the

Constitution of India, the Respondent's decision to confine such a cross-

verification exercise approxìmately to to a statistically insignifrcant
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number of only one polling station in each constituency, independent of

the number of polling stations in such a constituency. The captioned writ

Petition, in support of the grounds and reliefs claimed therein, relied on

the opinion of Dr. S.K. Nath, who inter alia is a former Director General

of the central statistics organisation, as to the statisticaily significant

percentage of polling stations in each assembly segment to be randomly

selected for WPAT-cross verification of the EVM counts.

3. Petitioners are citizens of India who are public spirited persons as is

demonstrated fiom the body of work that they have undertaken over the

years. Petitioner No.l is a former civil servant and an Armed Forces

personnel. He has also undertaken officiating duties as a retuming

ofhcer, district electoral officer and as an observer in connection with

assembly and parliamentary elections while he was in service in the

1970s and 1980s. More recently, he has organised and campaigned

under the name of Forum for Electoral Integrity, which deals with

various issues relating to tackling and containing factors that undermine

or tend to undermine the faimess and integrity of Indian elections.

Several former election commissioners are also associated with the

Forum. Petitioner No.2 is a former Indian Foreign Service offrcer who

retired as India's ambassador to Italy and Permanent Representative to

tIN in Rome. He has written and spoken about a number of governance

issues, including issues relating to elections, since his retirement.He is

currently Professor at Indian Society of Intemational Law, New Delhi.

Petitioner No.3 is a retired Banker, noted trade unionist and was until

recently the General Secretary of All India Bank Offìcers Confederation,

a trade union of more than 3 lakh Bank Officers across the countrv.



4. This Hon'ble Court vide the Impugned Order disposed of the captioned

Writ Petition inter alia directing the Respondent Eiection Commission to

merely increase the number of polling stations from one (1) to hve (5)

per assembly segment without considering the pleadings, averments and

the supporting material in the captioned Writ Petition, and the rejoinder

filed by the Petitioners to the two separate Counter-Affidavits filed by the

Election Commission on 26.02.2019 and 29.03.2019. Such failure to

consider the relevant pleadings, averments and the very basis of the

captioned Writ Petition constitutes gross miscarriage of justice which

ought to be corrected and a grave effor on the face of the record and this

Review Petition is preferred inter alia on that ground.

5. Further, there have been several repoús of EVM malfunctions and

several instances of mismatch between EVM and WPAT counts in the

frrst three phases of the General Elections currently underway,

completely altering the basis of the Impugned Order. This Review

Petition is also preferred on that ground of discovery of new material

evidence and relevant facts which were not available at the time with the

Petitioners on or before the date ofthe Impugned Order.

BACKGROT]ND & FACTS INBRIEF

6. The Petitioners are citizens of India who had preferred the captioned

Article 32 Petition, in the nature of public interest iitigation.

7. India is the largest electoral democracy in the world with more than Nine

hundred million registered voters. The constitutional mandate of

superintendence direction and control of elections to parliament and state

w
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legislative assemblies is vested with the sole Respondent, the Election

Commission of India, under Article 324 of the Constitution of India.

8. The Respondent has used electronic voting machines (hereinafter,

'EVMs') for recording storing and counting of votes in the General

elections and state assembly elections since the year 2000.

9. The use of EVMs is of recent vintage, only brought about by the

technological advance in the last two or three decades. While India has

embraced it, there are several countries which have considered the use of

EVMs and rejected the same for good reason. For instance, in a

landmark decision of the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany

pronounced on 09.03.2009, which was annexed 'ANNEXURE-p-4' at pg

45 in the captioned Writ Petition it was held that the manner in which the

machines deployed were being used violated the public nature of

elections as envisaged in the German Constitution which prescribed that

all essential steps and procedures of an election are subj ect to the

possibility of public scrutiny/examinibility uniess other constitutional

interests justify otherwise. It was further held that when EVMs are

deployed, it must be possible for the citizen to check the essential steps in

the election act and in ascertainment of the results reliably without

special expert knowledge.

10.Some of the issues relating ro the constitutionality, legality and suitability

of EVMs for the conduct of elections in India was examined by this

Hon'ble Court in Subramanian Swamy v- Election Commission of India I

(2013) 10 SCC 500 I (hereinafter "Swamy"). A true copy of the said

judgement was annexed as Annexed-P-5 in the captioned Writ petition,

atPg. 119.
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11.In Swamy, a direction was sought to the ECI to implement paper trails,

called the Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trails (hereainfter VVPATs),

inter ali.a, in order for the voter to satisft himself that what was recorded

as her vote was indeed her vote and for the sanctity of the elections in

general, given that the presence of audit trail is necessary for detection of

EVM fraud if any.

I2.In Swamy, inter alia, this Hon'ble Court held that

"From the materials placed by both the sides, we are satisfied that the

"paper trail " is an indispensable requirement offree and fair electíons.

The confidence of the voters in the EVMs can be achíeved only wíth the

introduction of the "paper trail". EVMs with WPAT system ensure the

accuracy of the votíng system. With an intent to have fullest transparency

in the system and to restore the confidence of the voters, it is necessary to

set up EVMs wíth Vvpat system because vote is nothing but an act of

expression which has immense ímportance in a democratic system. "

13.in the captioned Writ Petition, it was submitted that the main purpose

behind the introduction of WPATs is to bring in accuracy, verifiability

and transparency in the casting and counting of votes. With WPATs,

voters can verify and satisfu themselves that their vote has been

accurately recorded against the candidate they voted for; and that it

automatically follows that it is only when the paper slips as verified by

the voters are counted that the true purpose behind introduction of

VVPATs is served. Without counting of WPAT paper slips in a

significant percentage of polling stations in each constituency, the

objectives of verifiability and transparency in the democratic process

would remain unrealized.



14.The Petitioners ìn the captioned writ petition sought to not only

effectively enforce the directions of this Hon'ble court in swamy, b't

also to apprise this Hon'ble court of the relevant developments in the last

five years since the decision in Swamy was render¡;,1 and sought

appropriate directions for processual changes that strengthen the spirit of

the directions of this Hon'ble court in swamy in rir*rtherance of the

principles of democracy that elections must not ont, L" free and fair but

also be seen to be free and fair.

l5.Accordingly, EVMs with V\?ATs were used in all poliing stations in

select State Assembly Elections only from 2017 onwartls, and the

Election Commission has planned to conduct all future Assembly

Elections and the 2019 Parliamentary Elecrions only with VVpAT

EVMs.

l6.In the Assembly Elections for the States of Gujarat and Himachal

Pradesh, the Respondent had mandated the counting of WpAT slips for

oniy one polling station per Assembiy Constituency. This worked out to

just 182 out of 44,597 polling stations (or 0.4%o of the EVMs) in Gujarar

and to just 68 out of 7516 polling srations (or 0.9%o of the EVMs) in

Himachal Pradesh. Petitioners crave liberty to file additional documents

and a detailed report in relation to the use of WPATs in Himachal

Pradesh and Guj arat elections at alater stage. The Respondent followed a

similarly sparse and weak sampling method in cross-verifiiing mandatory

samples of WPATs vide a circular in February 2018 for the elections of

the state assemblies of Meghalaya, Nagaland and Tripura. A copy of the

yo
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said circular was also annexed to the captioned writ petirion (Annexure-

P-7. Pg. 134).

17.The Petitioners and their representatives had a history of engagement and

communications with the Respondent commission on rire issue of how

reasonable sampling size for cross-verifuing EVM counts wi,h VVpATs
l

is crucial to give effect to the directions in swamy and to brotect the

sanctíty of the process of elections, which not only n".rt tc be free and

fair but also need to be seen to be free and fair.

18.In their communications to the Respondent commission as well as in the

captioned Writ Petition, the Petitioners had relied on notes and opinions

given by Dr. S.K. Nath, inter alia a former Director-Gener ai of the

Central Statistics Organisation on why the Election Comnlission's

decision to cross-veri$ only one (1) randomly chosen polling station

from all polling stations in an assembly constituency was woefully

inadequate and statisticially insignificant and that Tor a 9B%o confidence

level of less than 2%o margin of error, the percentage ol randomly chosen

polling stations for cross verification must atleast by 30% in an assembly

segment with 200 polling srarions.

l9.Dr. S.K. Nath's opinion (Annexure P-14 and P-15 in the captioned Vy'rit

Petition, Pgs 228 - 239)had been obtained after perusing the presentatìon

of Dr. Abhay Bhat and Dr. Rajeeva Karandikar (Annexure P-13 in the

Writ Petition, Pg 205) who had been engaged by the Respondent

Commission to opinion on the issue olthe reasonable sample size. In the

said presentation Dr. Bhat and Dr. Karandikar had opined, based on

several flawed and fallacious assumptions, that choosing a mere 479

WPATs across the length and breadth of the country was sufficient as a
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reasonable sample size. Dr. Nath's opinions had also pointed out the

llawed assumptions in that opinion.

20.It is after such communication received no favourable consideration by

the Respondent Commission did the Petitioners file the captioned Writ

Petition on which this Hon'ble Court was pleased to issue notice on

07.01.2019. The Sole Respondent filed its counter-affidavit on

26.02.2019 without responding specifically to any averments and

contentions in the Writ Petition but only citing the previously decided

cases relating to the subject matter of EVMs and WPATs. The

Petitioners thereafter filed a rejoinder to the Counter-Affidavit on

26.03.2019 distinguishing the captioned Writ Petition from all the other

caes which had been decided, inter alia, pointing out that

a) the captioned Writ Petition emphasised the principles of democracy,

voter verifiability, structural due process and the principle of elections

must not only be fair but also be seen to be fair and not on the

tamperability of EVMs per se;

b) the captioned \Mrit Petition was filed after a history of engâgement

with the ECI on the issue, unlike previous Petitioners;

c) the captioned Writ Petition had supporting material and expert

opinion that formed the basis of its prayers, unlike the earlier cases;

and that

d) the captioned Writ Petition had been filed after the Election

Commission had taken a dehnitive view on the issue of the sample

size for WPAT cross verification, unlike several of the other cases

decided by this Hon'b1e Court.
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Thereafter, W.P.(Civil) 273 of 2019 Q,{.Chandrababu Naidu & Ors. V.

Union of India & Anr) was filed by 21 political parties seeking 50%

random selection of polling stations for WpAT counting. This petition

was made a lead petition in the batch of matters and vide Order passed on

25.03.2019, it was observed as under:

Pursuant to the aforesaid order, Sh¡i Sudeep Jain, Deputy Election Commissioner
is personally present. on being asked,shri Jain has submitted that the Election
Commission is of the view that to maintain purity of the process of election, it is
not necessary to extend the present arrangement of physical verification of
WPAT in more than one Polling Station per Assembly Constituency or
Assembly Segment in a Pa"rliamentary Constituency.

Shri Jain has further submitted that the Election Commission is fully satisfred
with the purity of the election process that can be maintained with the aforesaid
arrangement.

The Election Commission shall indicate the above in the form of an affidavit of
the Deputy Election Commissioner, who ís personally present in Court today.
indicating the basis of its satisfaction. In the said affrdavit, the Election
Commission shall also indicate whether any insurmountable diffrculty will be
caused if the sample survey of WPAT is to be extended under Court's orders tÕ

higher level and the time that may be taken in making such arrangements if the
Court is to pass such orders. The aforesaid affidavit will be filed on or before
28.03.2019by 4:00 P.M. The matter be raken up on 01.04.2019 at 10:30 A.M.

Pursuant to the same, the Respondent Commission filed a Counter-

Affidavit dt. 29.03.2019 including as annexure a report prepared by the

Head of the Delhi Centre of Indian Statistical Institute (ISI) Dr. Abhay

Bhat, which repeated the opinion that recommended choosing a mere 479

EVMs across the length and breadth of the country for VVPAT tallying.

The Petitioners thereaÍÌer also filed a Rejoinder also to that Counter-

Affidavit, the relevant portions are extracted hereinbelow and may be

treated as the averments in this Petition.

"NON COMPLIANCE WITH THE ORDER OF TIIIS HON'BLE COURT
DT.25.03.2019

8. This Hon'ble Court, after a brief interaction with Mr. Sudeep Jain, the
Dy Election Commissioner, directed the Election Commission to file
an affrdavit detailing the basis for its satisfaction that cross-verifying
EVM counts with VVPAT slips in only one randomly chosen polling

21
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station in each assembly segment is a sufficient safeguard for a free
and fair election.

9. However, the Counter-Affidavit filed on 29.03 .2019 does not
indicate any meetings of the Election Commission or the
minutes thereof in which material in relation to cross-
verification sample sizes have been conside¡ed and approved
by the Commission and as such does not indicate ør:ry basis of
the satisfaction of the commission and therefore not in
adherence to the Order of this Hon'ble Court dt. 25.03.2019.

FACTS SUPPR-ESSED IN THE COUNTER.AFFIDAVIT ÐT. 22.02.2019
FILED ON 26.02.2019IN THE CAPTIONED WRIT PETITION

10. It is pertinent to point out that in the earlier Counter-Affidavit
filed on behalf of the ECI in the captioned writ petition, the

communication dt. 10.08.2018 seeking the opinion and

expertise of the Indian Statistical Institute in relation to the

sample size required to do the VVPAT- cross-verification of
the EVM counts has been suppressed. The said communication
was in the exclusive knowledge of theRespondent Commission
and the suppression of that material fact in the proceedings of
the Writ Petition that squarely deals with that subject matter,
without any explanation manifestly demonsfiates suppressio
v¿rl on the part of the Respondent Commission. The said

communication is noted in the list of dates filed in the later
Counter-Affrdavit filed on 25.03.2019.

11. Hoi¡'ever. even in the later Counter-Affidavìt hled on
25.03.20\9, the communication of the Commission to the

India¡ Statistical Institute has not been affrexed. However, the

reporr dt. 22.03.2019 (hereinafter, "Bhat Report". amexed as

ANNEXURI,-CI33 in the Counrer-Affidavit dt. 25.03.2019) of
the Head of the Indian Statistical Institute (ISI), Delhi Centre
prepared along with Prof. Rajeeva Khara¡dikar of the Chen¡ai
Mathematical Institute (CMI) and Dr. Ghosh, the Deputy
Director General of the Central Statistics Organisation (Social

Statistics Division) is an¡rexed and that Report in the appendix
refers to the letter dt. 10.08.2018 written by a Director in the
Respondent Commission to the ISI. It is not clear if the said
communication is pursuant to any resolution or a studied
decision taken bv the Commission.

FAILACIES& INCORRXCT ASSUMPTIONS IN THE BHAT REPORT

12. The Bhat Report has inter alia concluded that randomly
choosing 479 polling stations for the VVPAT cross verification
across the length and breadth of the country is sufficient to say

wtth 99.99996% confidence that not more than 2% of all
EVMs used in the General Election are faulty/defective. This
ex facie irralional conclusion is based on a series of fallacies
and incorrect assumptions that have punctuated the Bhat
Report.

2-q
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13. lt is pertinent to point out that the methodology and the
conclusions of the Report were already k¡own to the
Petitioners because of the presentation that was done by Dr.
Bhat and others (in their personal capacity, to the best of the
Petitioners' knowledge), that had been annexed to the
captioned Writ Petition. The said presentation also included the
very same conclusions altd the magic number of 479. Several
of the inconect assumptions and fallacies were noticed and
responded to in the reports of Dr. S.K. Nath, the expert opinion
a¡nexed as ANNEXURE-P-I4 and ANNEXUR_E-P- 15 in rhe
captioned Writ Petition. Neither of the two Counter-Affidavits
of the ECI assail the credentials or the contents ofthe said the
reports of Dr. S. K. Nath, who is a former Director General of
the Central Statistics Organisation. More importantly, neither
of the two Counter-Affidavits assail the contentions in the Nath
Report as to the completely incorrect assumptions behind the
Bhat Committee conclusions.

14. The principal fallacy in the Bhat Report is that it considers the
entire general election as one homogenous event.

15. This assumption can be seen ìn Page 314 and 315 of the said
Report where it says "Since the Stdtistical Unit of Study is the
EVM, the population will consist of all EVMs being used in a
particular sei of elections for which the counting is done at the
same time."

16. However, an "election" in the case of general elections is an

election to each of the 543 parliamentary constituencies and ìn
the case of assembly elections, each assembly constituency. In
the forthcoming general elections for example, there are 543

events spread over a six week period.

17. The reason for not taking the election in each constituency as a

separate event is ostensibly sought to be explained in the Pg
333 ofthe said Report, wherein it enlists the assumptions of the
exercise:

"There is no difference between the EVMs used in one
constituency to another. Further,

AII EVMS have similar design.

They all go through the same tests before they are despatched as

well as in the field.

The order in which candidates appear is based on their names,

alphabetically arranged and not on their party, resulting in
dÌffërent buttons on the EVM being assigned to a political party in
difJère nt cons tituencies.

There îs no systematic bias in allotting pdrticular EVM machines

to particular states, constituencies or booths. Infact allotment to a
constiluency and then to a booth is done through a two stage
randomisation."

18. It is clear that theBhat Committee has put the cart before the
proverbial horse. The BhatCommittee and the Report, in



designing the process, makes the very same assumptions that it
ought to build safeguards against i.e. bias and tampering. It
is not u¡like trying to build an earth-quake resistanr building
assuming that earthquakes do not occur.

19. Further the assumption that all the EVMs a¡e fully similar to
each other at all times is completely irrational and
un¡easonable. The EVMs in different constituencies have
different functional number of buttons for example, because
the numbe¡ of candidates could vary from constituency to
constituency. The symbols a¡d candidate names fed in also
vary. EVM in each constituency follows a diffe¡ent data entry
path dìstinct from EVMs in other constituencies. If at all there
is any homogeneity, it can only be between EVMs in the same
constituency.

20. Further, the thrust of this batch of petitions is not about
auditing the defect-free-ness of EVMs, but the integrity of the
Electoral Process - in each constituency. Election to each

constituency is a separate event and the election in each

constituency has to been seen to be free and fair.
21. As an analogy, it is well known that when ballot papers were in

use electoral irregularities occurred in some states and not in all
states. The hypothetical argument that all ballot papers are
identical and hence the risk of irregularities is uniformly spread
would be a patently unconvincing a¡d therefore it is submitted
that a simila¡ argument advanced in the case of EVMs ought to
be outrightly rejected.

22. The entire exercise undertaken by the Bhat committee is
therefore vitiated.

23. Further. the table used in Page 324 used by the Bhat
Committee is revealing. The assumption is that because the
entire election is one event, 479 randomly selected sample
VVPATs are sufficient to declare the enti¡e election as a whole
to be defect-free and bias-free with > 99.99% confidence level.
As one can see however, if the population is brought to a

constituency or assembly segment level consisting of 500 -
1000 polling stations, the requisite selection of sample still
hovers around the 300 - 400 mark, which is actually the sample
range being sought by the Petitioners in this batch of Writ
Petitions.

24. Further, the Bhat Report recommendation of 479 randomly
chosen polling stations for VVPAT cross verification does not
have give any actionable insights in the case of mismatches.
For example, it is not clear the course of action would be if
there are four or five polling stations in which the counts of
EVM and WPAT do not match. Because the sample is drawn
at random f¡om across the country, such an outcome would call
into question the election to all 543 constituencies as a whole.
On the other hand, if sampling is done constituenoy or
assembly segment-wise, any mismatches th¡own are actionable
for such localized treatment of the constituency or the
assembly segment as the case may be.

..b/.,.



25. As mentioned earlier, this basic assumption was questioned by
Dr. S.K Nath, whose engagement has been acknowledged in
the Bhat Report. Dr. S.K. Nath's report (as against Dr. Bhat
and Dr. Kharandikar's findings) had been annexed to the W.P.
In WP(C) 1514 of 2018 (MG Devasahayam & Ors. V. Union of
India) as ANNEXURE-P-1a @g. 228 of the petition). This
report has not been replied to by the Election Commission in
either of the Counter-Affidavits.

ASSERTIONS AS TO THE INCREASE IN TIME TAKEN FOR
COUNTING THE PAPER SLIPS

26. The contentions in the Counter-Affidavit in Pa¡a 5.19 that it
would take 6 additional days to count if VVPAT cross

verification is ordered in randomly chosen 50% of the polling
stations is totally fallacious.

27. It is common knowledge that the counting happens in uptol4
tables in parallel, a¡d even by the ECI's o\4'n conservative

estimates, the additional time would be much less. This is
because the ECI says at Pg 34 of the Counter-Affidavit dt

25.03.2019 that it would take about t hour for slips related to

one VVPAT to be counted.

28. Taking the average number of polling stations in an assembly

segment to be 250 (as assumed by ECI in its counter-
Affidavit), 100% counting at the rate of t hour per polling
station and 14 polling stations in parallel, the time taken would
be 250114 = 17.85 hours per assembly segment. With 30%
sampling as is the relief claimed in the captined writ petition,
the additional time incurred in countins VVPATs would be

less than 6 hours.

29. The Respondent Commission has effectively based its
calculations on the mistaken assumption that counting of
WPATs in an assembly segment has to necessarily happen

one after another. No reason has been advanced for that
assumption. It is further well known that even in the case of
ballot papers in the years pdor to EVM introduction, the time
taken to count rarely exceeded 16 hours from the opening of
the postal ballots at 8 AM.

30. With sufficient parallelism, the time taken to cross-verify
EVMs and VVPAT can further come down and in several

small constituencies & with less tha¡ 250 segments, it would
take even less time. And in any case, the urgency to declare
results cannot prevail over the overarching principle that the
elections should be both free and fair and seen to be free and

fair.

INCORRECT ASSERTION IN RELATION TO PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE OF EVM & WPAT MATCH

31. The assertions in the Counter-Affidavit dt. 25.03.2019 in
relation to the previous experience of EVM-WpAT tallying
and the exact matches are incorrect. There a¡e several cases

where there has been a mismatch the WPAT tallv has been



taken as the final tally of votes. A selection of media reports
that show such cases of mismatch are as follows.

a. A true copy of the news report titled "100% Match
Between EVMs and Paper Trail Slips on Random
Vote Count, Says EC Official" dT. 19.12.2017 as it
appeared on the website http://www.ne_Ws 18.co!01
(last accessed on 03.04.2019) is a¡nexed herewith
and marked as ANNEXURE-R-3.

b. A fue copy of the Press-Release by the Election
Commission of India dt. 15.05.2018 as reported by
the news agency, ANI in relation to the election in
Hubli Dharward Assembly constituency in the state

of Kamataka(last accessed on 03.04.2019) is
an¡exed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-R-4.

c. A true copy of the news report titled
"#MadhyaPradeshElections20l 8: \&hat explains the
delay in counting?" df. 12.12.2018 as it appeared on
the news website newslaundry.com (last accessed

on 03.04.2019) is amexed herewith and marked as

ANNEXURE-R-5.

24. Thereafter, this Hon'ble Court was pleased to pass the Impugned Order

in the batch of Writ Petitions incÌuding the captioned Writ Petition. Gross

miscarriage of justice has been occasioned owing to the Impugned Order

which has been passed with error apparent on the face of the record

inasmuch as several of the contentions, averments, pleadings and the

relevant material in support thereof has not been considered by this

Hon'ble Court in arriving at the said Order.

25. Further, the Impugned Order has been passed after the Respondent

Commission made a manifestly and patently incorrect statement that the

Reporl had been annexed is an "ISI Report" suggesting as ifthat the due

process had been followed in engaging the Indian Statistical Institute and

that the Institute has submitted the report after duly considering it in their

respective goveming council or sub-committee as the case may be.

However, material available with the Petitioners, which was obtained

only on the moming of 07.04.2019, i.e. one day before the day of the

?q



Impugned Order clearly indicates that there was no institutional

engagement ofthe ISI but at best only engagement ofDr. Abhay Bhat in

his private capacity. The said document is amexed herewith vide a

separate Application for placing Additional Documents accompanying

this Review Petition.

26. This Hon'ble Court's Order passed on the basis of satisfaction of the due

diligence having been undertaken by the Respondent Commission, on

the claim of having engaged a responsible institution, is clearly

erromeous and has been obtained on the basis of error apparent on the

face of the record which ought to be remedied in the present Review

proceedings.

27, Further, a fiesh opinion has also been obtained from Dr. S. K. Nath on

the efficacy of the sampling as suggested in the Impugned Order. i.e, an

increase from One (1) polling station per assembiy segment to 5, whìch

reinforces that even the increase is too marginal for a reasonable

confidence level and margin of error in satisfuing oneself of a clean

election and counting process in any given constituency. The same is

annexed herewith vide a separate Application for placing Additional

Documents accompanying this Review Petition.

28. Further, several news reports and new material that has emerged

following the date of the Impugned Order as the country went for the first

three of the six phases of elections in the General Elections that belie

several of the assumptions and assertions of the Respondent

Commission. The same is annexed herewith vide a separate Application

for piacing Additional Documents accompanying this Review petition.

29. These reports ínter alia indicate

^
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a) That the assumption of all EVMs being uniform and where there are

no constituency-wise differences in malfunctioning but totally

random, has been clearty belied by reports of malfunctions having

being linked to the whether and heat, which clearly changes from one

constituency to another.

b) That the assertion that the EVM and WPAT counts have always

matched everytime they have been tallied has been clearly belied

based on reports where they have not tallied with each other and

necessitating a more rigorous tallying percentage.

c) That this Hon'ble Court's mandate of 5 per assembly segment is also

woefully statistically insignificant has been noted in detail in the

afiicle titled "A Hitchhiker's Guide to Electronic Voting Machines

and WPATs" in The Wire, an online news joumal, on 18th April,

2019 by "Antar Bandyopadhyay, K¡ishanu Maulik and Rahul Roy"

all of whom work at the work at the Theoretical Statistics and

Mathematics Division of the Indian Statistical Institute. The

Petitioners agree with the assertions and the contentions in the said

article may be considered to be averments in this instant Review

Petition.

C.GROUNDS

3O.This Review Petition is filed on the following grounds which are taken

both altematively and cumulatively.

A. BECAUSE gross miscarriage of justice has been occasioned and an

error apparent on the face of the record committted inasmuch as the

impugned Order has been passed without considering that the selection
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of sample size of a mere five (5) polling stations from every assembly

segment, where each assembly segment can have an average of 200 -

250 polling stations is wholly unreasonable, manifestly arbitrary,

irrational and unconstiûrtional for being in violation of Article 14 of the

Constitution. Similarly, a sample size of one polling station per

constituency is also statistically minsicule and such a sampling and

sampie testing exercise is similarly wholly unreasonable, manifestly

arbitrary, irrational and unconstitutional.

B. BECAUSE gross miscarriage of justice has been occasioned and eror

apparent on the face of the record committed inasmuch as the Impugned

Order does not consider any of the relevant averments, pleadings and

contentions, including Dr. Nath's opìnion as to the percentage of polling

stations that ought to be selected for random sampling for VVPAT cross

verification to achieve a reasonable statistical significance.

C. BECAUSE error apparent on the face ofthe record has been occasioned

because the Impugned Order has been passed owing to the patently

incorrect portrayal of the Respondent Commission that the Report

annexed in the Counter-Affidavit dt 29.03.2019 was one of "Indian

Statistical Institute," even as in reality, it was prepared and signed by the

head of the Delhi Centre of the Indian Statistical Institute in his

personal/private capacity, along with others who he had engaged

therefor.

D. BECAUSE error apparent on the face ofthe record has been occasioned

because the Impugned Order has been passed having on account of the

manifestly and patently incorrect claims of the Respondent Commission



that every time that the WPAT tally of EVMs had been done, there has

been a 100% match. It is submitted that the material filed along with the

Rejoinder to Íhe 29.03.2019 counter-Affidavit clearly indicated several

reports that contradicted that claim. It is submitted that the error ought to

be reviewed in the present proceedings inasmuch as the Commission's

claims on the same have been taken on face value despite a

contradictory pleading being on record and without a finding of fact on

the said issue.

E. BECAUSE error apparent on the face of the record has been committted

inasmuch as the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that the free and fair elections to offices and positions of political power

are a sine qua non of a modem democracy and the preambular promise

of democracy in India's Constitution is one of its basic features, which

cannot be derogated or suspended even by a Constitutional Amendment,

let alone a law, or let alone, as in this case, a simple circular by the

Respondent or a Rule in the Conduct of Election Rules, 1961; and

therefore constitutues sufficient reason to ailow the instant Petition.

F. BECAUSE error apparent on the face of the record has been committted

inasmuch as the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that free and fair elections in India are realised in India through the right

to vote and universal adult suffrage, which is a composite right including

within it the fundamental right to freedom of speech under Article

19(1)(a) ofthe Constitution, constitutional right under Article 326 ofthe

Constitution read with Articles i4, 15 and 325 of the Constitution and

v



also statutory rights under Sections 16 - 19 of the Rp Act 1950 and

Section 62 of the Representation of Peopies Act 195 1 .

G. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that the violation of the right to ffee and fair elections is a violation of

fundamental rights in Article 19(1Xa) read with Article 14 and 21 of the

Constitution of India and the same constitutes suff,rcient cause to aliow

this Review Petition.

H. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that the confidence of the voters in the integrity of the election process

and the duty of the body tasked with conducting eiections to conduct

elections that are seen to be free and fair is an insegragable part and

aspect of the right to free and fair elections and that the same constitutes

sufficient reason to maintain this Review Petition.

I. BECAUSE error apparent on the face of the record has been committted

inasmuch as the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that fundamental rights jurisprudence in India has progressed from a

culture of authority to a culture of justifìcation and it is no longer

sufhcient for the Respondent to take umbrage under the formal

independence of the constitution of the commission, but to justify to the

people of this Republic and this Hon'ble Court as to why the harms o¡

the costs of the additionai layer of confidence building measure, viz.

more VVPATs being selected for mandatory cross-verificartion,

disproportionately outweigh the clear benefit ofadded confidence in the

integrity of the process of the election and its results.

39
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J. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that a rational verification exercise that has in mind the should strive to

achieve a 95 to 99%o sfatistical confidence level in the sanctity of the

electoral results in each and every electoral constituency and that can be

achieved, by all indications, only by a mandatory WPAT cross-

verification and tallying of the counts in atleast 30Yo of all the EVMs

used in each and every constituency.

K. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering the

submission an accurate recording and counting of the democratic wi1ì of

the electorate, to the satisfaction ofthe electorate, is indispensable to the

democratic process. The exercise of the right to vote must take place in a

manner that is in consonance with the highest principles of integrity and

faimess as enshrined in the Constitution of India.

L. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering the

submission that the Respondent is bound to act in aid of the Hon'ble

Supreme Courl under Article 144 of the Constitution and that the

mandatory verification of the WPAT of a miniscule sample that

achieves only 60%o statistical confidence level is clearly contrary to the

spirit of the Hon'ble Supreme Court's orders in Swamy and is therelore a

violation of the mandate of Article 144.

31. The Petitioners crave liberty to add and/or urge other grounds at a later

stage in the proceedings.

32.This Review Petition has been filed bona-fide and with no obiique

motive.
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33.This Review Petition is the first such Review Petition in the captioned

Writ Petition and that no other proceeding of any nature whatsoever for

similar relief has been filed before this Hon'ble Court or anv other Court.

D. PRAYERS

In the premises, this Hon'ble Court may be pleased to issue appropriate

declarations, writs, orders and directions as set out below:

a) Aliow the Review Petition of the Petitioner against the order dated

08.04.2019 passed by this Hon'bie Court in W.P(Civil) 1514 of 2018.

b) Pass any other order or direction that this Hon'ble Court may deem just

and proper in the facts and circumstances of this case.

AND FOR THIS ACT OF KiNDNESS , TFIE PETITIONERS SHALL, AS

IN DUTY BOLIND , EVER PRAY

DRAV/N ON: 27.04.2019

DRAWNBY: Mr. PRASANNA S. Advocate.

FILED ON, :O.O+.ZOrS

FILED BY:

GOUTHAM SHIVSHANKAR
Advocate-on-Record

For the Petitioners,
Code No: 2698.



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

REVIEW PETITION NO. OF 2019

IN

WRIT PETTTION (C) NO. 1s14 OF 2018

IN THE MATTER OF:

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors.

Election Commission of India

CERTIFICATE

Certified that this Review is the first application for review and is based on
the grounds admissible under the rules. The present application conhned
only to the pleadings before this Hon'ble Court as weli as the Court below
whose order is challenged and the other documents relied upon in those
proceedings. No additionai facts, documents or grounds have been taken
therein or relied upon in the Review Petition except as indicated therein as

new and material evidence that has been discovered subsequent to the date
of the Impugned Order. A separate Application for placing such additional
documents has been preferred along with this Review Petition. It is futher
certif,red that the copies of the documents/ Annexures attached ale necessary
lor consideration of this Hon'ble Court. This certificate is given on the basis
of the instructions given by the Petitioner whose affidavit is filed in support
of the Review Petition.

Filed by:

bb

Versus

...Petitioners

...Respondent

New Delhi

30.04.2019

(Goutham Shivshankar)

Advocate for the petitioner



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 2q.)l
REVTEW PETITION (CML) NO. 

--OF 
2019

IN

wRrT PETITION(C ) NO.1s14 OF 2018

IARISING OUT OF ORDER PASSED BY THIS HON'BLE COURT IN
w.P(c )No. 1s14 OF 2018 DATED 08.04.20191

IN THE MATTER OF:

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors. ....Petitioners

Versus

E,lection Commission of India

APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE ADDITIONAL
DOCUMENTS

TO

THE HON'BLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF INDIA
AND HIS COMPANIONJUSTICES OF TTIE
SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

THE HI.JI\4BLE PETITION OF
TFIE PETITIONER ABOVE
NAMED

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:

1. That the Petitioner has filed the above mentioned Review Petition

under Article 137 of the Constitution R/w Orcler XLVII of the

Supreme Court Rules 2013 challenging the Impugned Order passed

by this Hon'ble Couft in WP(C) No. 1514 of 20i8 dated 08.04.2019.

The Petitioner craves leave of this Hon'ble Court to treat the

application as part and parcel of the above mentioned Review

. . .Respondent
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Petition, the facts of u'hich are not being repeated herein for the sake

of brevity.

That the Petitioner has filed the requisite annexures along with the

WP(C) No. 1 5 1 4 of 20 1 8 which was decided by this Hon'ble Court on

08.04.2019.

That the Petitioners received a document just on the previous day to

08.04.2019, the day of the Impugned Order, the response of the Indian

Statistical Institute to an RTI Application dated 13.03.2019, wherein

one Applicant Dr. K¡ishanu Malik, KoÌkata had sought information

from the Indian Statistical Institute with respect to the certified copy

of the communication from the ECI to ISI requesting a report on

VVPAT. Furlher a certified copy of the office order of ISI forming a

committee to prepare the report was sought. In addition the name and

designation of the members of the committee, Number and times the

committee has met with date and location of the meeting and the

cetified copies of the proceedings of such meeting were sought. With

respect to the first question the RTI was answered by enclosing a copy

of the letter dated 10.08.2018. As regards question 2 to 4 it was

answered that there was no information held pertaining to such

questions and as regards the last question as to the information about

the meeting as well as its minutes could not be answered since no

such meeting was held.

A true and corect copy of the letter from the Indian Statistical

Institute bearing No. CAF/21-A16212018-191012 ON 3'd April 2019 is
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being annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-P-I(At

Pages to ).

The said document was not available on the record of the captioned

Writ Petition because it was received by the Petitioners only on

07.04.2019 and is therefore sought to be placed on record along with

the accompanying Review Petition as newly discovered evidence

relevant to the adjudication of the instant case.

4. Fudher, as had been indicated in the accompanying Review Petition,

an opinion in the form of a note has been obtained ffom Dr. S.K. Nath

as to the elficacy of sampling five (5) randomly selected polling

stations in an assembly segment for cross-verification. A true copy of

the note dt. 17.Q4.2019 is annexed herewith and marked as

ANNEXURE-P-2(AtPg__to ).

5. Further, an article similarly explaining how the directions in the

Impugned Order of choosing five (5) polling stations instead of one

makes no signihcant difference to the confidence level or the margin

of eror achieved by choosing merely one (1) polling station from an

assembly constituency and how both numbers are clearly inadequate

to establish with any confidence the faimess of any election in a

constituency, titled "A Hitchhiker's Guide to Electronic Voting

Machines and VVPATs" has been published in The Wire, an online

news joumal, on lSth April, 2019 by Antar Bandyopadhyay, Krishanu

Maulik and Rahul Roy, all of whom work at the work at the

Theoretical Statistics and Mathematics Division of the Indian
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Statistical Institute. A true copy of the said article is annexed herewith

and marked as ANNEXURE-P-3 (At Pg_to J.

6. Further, several news reports have emerged about malfunctioning of

EVMs and mismatch of VVPAT-EVM counts. True copies of the

same in the format of Publication, Date, State, I-IRL are all annexed

and marked as follows.

a) "Guwahati Plus", April 23,2019; Guwahti,

https ://www. guwahatiplus. com/daily-news/faulty:çyrnqêI:pllinlg

Uo_q1ns-¿etavs-voting , ANNEXURE-P-4(At Pg. _to

_J

b) "The Quint", April 23, 2}l3;Telangana,

https : //www.thequint.

mismatch-in-evm-and-wpø!:vq1e:çqunt, ANNEXURE-P-5(AI Pg.

_to -J
c) "Business Today", Aprll23,2019: UP, Goa, Kerala

https ://www.businesstoday.in /1ok-sabha-elections-20 1 9/news/1ok-

sabha-election-20 1 9-evm-snags-reported-up:gqlL

kerala/story/339555.htmÌ, ANNEXURE-P-6(At Pg. _to _)

d) "Weblndial23", April 23, 2019; Kamataka

https://news.webindial23.com/news/Aticles/India/20 1 9042313 533 3 J

5.html, ANNEXURE-P-7(At Pg. _to 
-)

e) "The Hindu", April 23,, 2019; Keraia
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tittps:llwww.ttretrin¿u.com/elections/lok-sabha-20 t 9/snake-inside- \9

vvpat-machine-ho1ds-upjqlling- i4:kan¡rur-

kera).al afüc1e269187 97.ece, ANNEXURE-P-8(At Pg. _to J

Ð "Odisha TV", April 23,2019; Odisha

https : //odishatv. in/odisha/evm-wpat- glitches-pqlling:Adjeurnq(þL:

two-booths-in-odisha-3 6625 0, ANNEXURE-P-9(At Pg. _to J

g) "Indian Express", Aprll23,2019; U.P, Odisha, Gujarat, Goa, Kerala

https : //indi anexpress. com/elections/1ok-sabha-elections- evm-vvpat:

maltunction-u@, ANNEXURE-P-

10(Ar Pg. _to 
-)

h) "The Times of India", April 24,2019; Pune (Maharashtra)

Lttps://timesofindia.

U Otq/maharashtr/new s-in-5-evms-in-pune-1s-seat-snags-

dslay,voting-æ-otner-places/articleshow/6 ,

ANNEXURE-P-I1(At Pg. _to J

i) "The New Indian Express", Ãpril 24,2019; Kerala

http ://www. newindianexpress. com/states/kerala/2 0 I 9/apr/24lfault),-

evms-vvpats-disrupt-poiling-across-kerala- 1 968 1 5 3 .htm1,

ANNEXURE-P-12(Ar Pg. _Jo 
-)

j) "Herald Goa", April24,2019;Goa

https://www.heraldgoa -20 |9lGlitches_lql_VM$:

YYlATS-hamper-many-polling- , ANNEXURE-

P-13(At Pg. _to J

k) "Ummid.com", April 24. 2019; Delhi,

httpc.1lwruy.lmmld.çednçrd20_1 9/apu1124. 04281 9/Âb!u-L_1 0_0q_0.
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evms-maltunctioned-in-hrst-th¡ee-phases.htmi. ANNEXURE-;- tìUt

14(At Pg. _to 
-)

l) '-News l8.com". April 25.2019: Assam

https ://www.news 1 8.com,inews/politics/assam-ex

mi smatch-decides-to-not-complain-over-fears-

2116413.htm1 , ANNEXURE-P-15(At Pg. _to J

m) "Unilndia", Apr 25 2019; Hyderabad, Kamataka,

http://www.uniindia.co ent-glìtch-in-the-evms-due-to-severe-

heat-condition-hampers-pqlIEli4 tçvelaLbooths-in-hyderabad-

kamataka-regiorVmse/news/1 573 7 1 1.html, ANNEXURE-P-16(At Pg.

-to 
_-)

n) "The Deccan Chronicle", Apr 25 2019; Kochi,

https ://www. deccanchronicle. com/nation /pql!!içsr?l0,ll9ley!q$: go-

su!_oÊorder-voting-del@, ANNEXURE-P- 17(At Pg. _to

_)

o) "News18.com", April 25,2019, Assam

https:i/www.news18.com,inews/politics/assam-ex -vvpat:

¡q!smatch-decides-to-not-complain-over-fears-of-lacing-prison-

2116413.btml. ANNEXURE-P-18(At Pg. _to _)
p) "The New Indian Express", April26,2019; Andhra Pradesh,

http./_4ryruy¡C¡vlndþnç¡prçSS¡qln/Êlatqs/aadhra-

p¡adest/ZO t 9/apl2ó&q:efids-in-andhra-pradesh- get-the:bo¡[:

erç_Lflpat:lltpl,ey_-_1 9 i9234]ML, ANNEXURE-P- I 9(At Ps. ro

_J



q) "First Post", April 26, 2019 Assam l^5 :' '

httpq/r¡¡w:w.firstpost.com,/india/evm-vvpat-glitches-reporte-d-across-

c ountry-as-pe]lirig:gellunderway- for-second-phase-of-2 0 1 9-lok-

sabha-election-647025 1.htm1 ., ANNEXURE-P-20(Ar Pg. _to _)

7. ThaT the present Application is made bonafide and in the interests of

justice.

PRAYER

It is, therefore most respectfully prayed that thìs Hon'ble Court may be

pleased to:

(a) Accept the additional documents marked as ANNEXURE-P-I to

ANNEXURE-P-2O and take on record the same for the proper

adjudication and disposal ofthe Review Petition; and

(b) PASS such other order as this Hon'ble Court may deem fit to grant

under the facts and circumstances of the case.

AND THE PETITIONERS SHALL, AS IN DUTY BOUND,

EVERPRAY

DRAWN ON: 27.04.2019

DRAWN BY: Mr. Prasanna S, Advocate.

FILED ON: 30.04.2019

FILED AT: New Delhi

FILEDBY:

Goutham Shivshankar
Advocate-on-Record

For the Petitioners,
Code No: 2698.
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Shri Durgam Giri
Senior Administrative OffÍcer &
cPto

No CAF / 21-A/62/2018-t9l ùL2-
rfr, K'shanu Maurik 03 APril' 20i9
13 Ekdatìa place,
Kolkata - 70001g

St,U- : JiT^n! applicalion dared 13.03.2019, received by r¡is ofllce on
13_03.2019

Dear Si:-,

. ^ fl,:^."i"." to your RT] appiication dated 13.OJ.20t9, received by rhis ofticeon 13.03.2019. the information sought, a_re lurnished below ;

STATISTICAL INSTITUTE

ì - I Cc¡tified copy ol the communrca¡ion Iroã -'
__, the ECI ra ISI reqgg¡tì ng a..fep.o-l¡ o¡_1ry_?ôI

2. ì Certified coDV of the office order ôf tsl
i. ___,|!aú._{ç rùr reqlslr_r ng a..fep.o-l! !¡_j
t 2. Certif¡ed copv of rhe ofilce orde: of ISI

203 EARRAC(PORT TRUNX ROAÞ
(oLKA rA 700108, INDfA

Fax : +(91){33} 2577 5033

E-ma¡l : g.dur8àm@grn¿¡l.com

!tî

; j ieru,-l s a,ç9m-qu!ss-loltr9'?-e19. t¡ q. r.epgi!:_
ì 3. I Name and clesignarìon of thc Inembers of the

coir,;n:ttee
-1. ¡-r:rbei of ¡,n"s 'n¡iomn'r.rrce n-i.;;r,
_u.th Cat," .r¡rC loc¿:ion oí rre jll!]i-r.'g-_T-:--T_-- ; -__- _----

5. Certrirccl coorcs oi:h€ procccdlngs of sLrch
: Ineettng.

Your RTI application dated 13.O3,2019, received by this office on 13.03.2OI9,
is djsposed ol. The First Appeal, if any, agajnst the reply of the CPIO may be made to
t.he First Appelìate Aurhor.ity wirhin 30 days irom the receipt of reply from the CPIO.
Tlìe name and address ofThe First Appellate Âutbority is given below:

Brìg J N Pandey
Chief Execurive (A&F) & FÀA of the
ln stitute
203, B.T. Road, Kolkata - 700 108
Phenei +9\ 33 2575-2251
e-mai.l: c ea fa.¿jisi c a.l. ac. in
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OFF¡CE ORDER'NO. D.O./2o1ó/392 DATED J0 JUNE 2016

All progronrrnes other than the regulor degree/diplomo courses undertohen by the lnstitute
or its scient¡sts Ínuolving externql ogencies will henceforth be tohen up by the Cell foi Cooperotion
with.Accdemia, lndustry ond Reseqrch Lobs (c-cAlR). The cell will comprle the following members:

1, Professor tshorgob B. Bhottochoryo .., Choirperson
2. Professor Ayonendronoth Bosu ... Vice_Choirperson
3. Professor Dii¡p Sqho ,.. Member
4. Ðr. Þrosun Dos ,.. Member
s. Dr. Utpol Goroin ... Member
6. Dr. Ansumon Bonerjee .., Member
Z. Dr. Anil K. Ghosh ... Member
B, Dr, Soumyonetrq Munshi ... Member
9. l-leqd, Delhi Centre or his nominee ... Member
Io. l{eod, Bongolore Centre or hir nominee ,.. Member
ij. Heod, Chennoi Centre or his nominee .,. Member
l2..Dr. RqEhunqth Chotterjee ... Conuener

{DIAN STATISTICAL ¡NsTITTJTE
2O3 B,qRRACT(PORE TRUNK ROAD

KOLKATA 70.0108

,¿.i F'

q1

Responsibilities

The Committee will be responsible for motters reloted to the followìng :

ln¡t joting colloborotionslstudent exchonges/MoUs with other Univenitiellnstitutes or with ony
externollgouernment agencies including reseorch lcbs;
Reviewing project proposors, ond proposors for coüsborotions submitted by the scientific
worhers; this will Ìncrude funding proposors to be sent to governmènt ogencies or privdte
orgqnizqtions. The Cell should consult other releuont committees to decíde on reloted issues;
Colloborotions with lndustries;
EstobJishing qnd promoting incubotion efforts

The Comrnittee will olso be responsible for the following

Formulcting werr-defined procedures for submission, reuiew/sonction of ofi such proposois;
Formuloting o policy for lp-shoring; "

Reviewing the policiês on lncome Generoting/Non-lncome Generoting/Consultoncy proiecis.
ossocioted leove rules, qnd potents;
Revîew the policv for income shoring ond usoge poricy omong the rnstitute, the Depqrtmentond the DivÍsion os opplîcqble;
Formuloting policies of incubotion.

Contd. 2Ê



All proposoìs will be subrnitted to the Chcirperson (or Vice-Choirperson), C-CAIR Cell. These

wìll be reviewed by the Committee snd recommended to the Director, strid(ly following the well-lqid
out procedures, by the C-CAIR Cetl. Any deviqtion hqs to be forworded to the Director with fpecif¡c

recomrnendotion ond justificotion. The decisîon of the Direcior on such mdLters will be finol.

All policies formulqted by the Committee, ond ony chonge thereofter, must be sqndcíoned by

the Ð!rector.

The existinE policies procedures will continue to opply till new policies ore formuloted.

It is expected thqt oìl poìicies qre well-loid out within six months of the issue of this order.

Thereafter the different Centres (other thon the Heod quorter) will form their own Cells, with the
Ðirector's opprovoi, Choired by the Centre Heod ond. with of leost one mernber eoch from Heod
quorter ond other Centre (from the correspond¡ng C-CAIR Cell). The Cells in the Centres will function
in exoccly the sarne woy os loid out for the C-CAIR Cell in thit order.

This order supenedes the Office Order No. D.O.l2o15i5o9 dqted 1o August 2015.
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Generol Guidelines
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All Foculty Members
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Question: The Hon'ble Supreme Court has now ordered that five polling stations

be chosen randomly from among all the poiling stations in an Assembly Segment

for VVPAT cross verification with EVM counts. For varying assembly segment

sizes from 50, 100, 150,200,250,300,400 and 500 polling stations, what is the

confidence level and the margin of error that is achieved with such an exercise

t-I'
AÍ¡rrxufùE-

Note & Table Dt. 17.t"i-2\ig by Dr. S.K. Nath.

choosing a

random

five?
Table showing behavioral pattern of CL or MOE with Sample

size=5
Sampl
e Size

I

l)z-
-l

6\ .,"

)olling

¡ooths
vithin a
:onstituencl

(1)

Situation-I
How "Margin of Error"

behaves with fixed

5

5

5

50

5

(2\

95% level
of
confidence

5

100

150

5

200

5

250

83r%
(3)

300

99o/o Ievel
of
confidence

8.71%

Situation-II
How Conhdence
level behaves
with fixed

350

Software used: http://www.raosoft.com/s lesize.html?nosurvey

8.85%

400

8.91%

500

8.95%

24.06%

(4)

8.98%

2o/o margin of
elTOr

24.59o/o

899%

24.77%

9.01%

24.85%

9.03%

24.90Vo

L6%

24.94Yo

ts%

24.96%

(5)

t5%

2498%

t5%

25.01%
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A Hitchhiker's Guide to Electuonic Voting Machines and VV rAIs
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A Hitchhiker's Guide to Electronic
Voting Machines and WPATs

I
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Antar Bandyopadhyay, Krishanu Maulik and Rahul Roy

6-7 minutes

ln Douglas Adams's irreverent sci-fi classic The Hitchhiker's

Guide to the Galaxy, the supercomputer Deep Thought, after

spending seven-and-a-half million years on it, derives the
'Answer to the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe and

Everything'. lt is the number 42.

Deep Thought also clarifies that the answer is meaningless

because the people who programmed the computer didn't

actually know what the question was.

Closer to home, a few judges of our Supreme Court and many

renowned lawyers sought to understand the meaning of the

number'479', obtained ostensibly from an Indian StatisTical

lnstitute ¡-epc¡-t to the Election Comnrission ol india. The three

Iearned authors of this report spent seven-and-a-half months to

come up with this number, which indicates the number of EVMs

that should be randomly checked with WPAT.

On a careful reading of the report, we now understand the
question to which the answer is 479.

It is the answer to a question of statistical quality-control. lndeed,

this would have been the same answer to the question of how

many pencils need to be checked to ensure that in a pencil

4129/2019.7:48 PM
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A Hitchhiker's Guide to Electronic Voting MaÇhines and VVPAIS aboul:reader?url:https:/thewire.in/gove¡nment/a-hitchhikers-guide-to-

factory, the weekly production of 15 lakh pencils doesn't have 5>
more than 2% defects - or in other words, whether the EVMs

when they were produced had manufacturing defects or not.

Before we move to other aspects of this report, we first point out

a fundamental flaw in the assumptions on which this report is

based. The report considers allthe EVMs of lndia to be a single

population, among which defects have to be searched. lndia

does not have a presidential system of elections. lnstead, we

choose representatives in each constituency to send to

Parliament.

ln such a model, a voter from a particular constituency has to be

satisfied that their representative has legitimately won the

elections and the result is not because of machine tampering.

Thus, the random checks have to be done among the machines

at constituency-level, which constitutes the relevant population.

Once thls fact is noted, then following the'hypergeometric model'

of the report, and assuming 1,500 EVM-WPATs in each

constituency with 2% having defects, one comes to a fìgure of

approximately 350 per constituency as the number of EVMs

whose WPATs have to be tallied. This gives an overall number

for the country of around 2lakh of randomly selected EVMs

whose WPATs have to be cross-checked.

However, this number of 350 per constituency, which is arrived at

from the hypergeometric model used in the report, is flawed.

lndeed suppose that there are 15 lakh voters in each of two

distinct constituencies'A and 'B'. Also assume that in

constituency A the winning margin is 1.5 lakh votes, while in

constituency B the winning margin is 15,000 votes, and this is not

an unrealistic scenario, as a perusal of past election data will

suggest. lt is not rocket science to realise that even a small error

4129i2019.'l:48 Pñ1
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may change the outcome in constituency B, while it will need a

larger error to change the outcome in constituency A.

For constituency B, tampering of 7,500 votes is enough to

change the outcome, while for constituency A there has to be

tampering of 75,000 votes. ln percentages terms, an error in the

count of 0.5% of the electorate of constituency B is enough to

change the outcome, whereas in constituency A the percentage

required is 5%.

Thus the number of samples to be checked for constituency B

has to be much larger than that for constituency A. lndeed the

sample size has to depend on the size of the winning margin. A
'one size fits all' cannot be a solution as is done in the said report

where a uniform 2o/o êrrü is used.

A quick calculation, assuming there are 1,500 EVMs in the

constituencies (each EVM on an average handles 1000 votes), it

will be enough to check 150 WPATs for the constituency '4,
while to obtain a precision given in the report, it will be required to

check about 950 WPATs for the constituency 'B'.

The report also proceeds to give a sequential scheme of

checking in case of mismatch between the WPAT and the EVM

counts. lf there is only one mismatch in the 479 randomly

selected EVMs, the report suggests that an extra 128 EVMs be

randomly selected and their WPATs checked for mismatches. lf
there are two mismatches in the original 479 and the additional

128, then another extra 110 are to be selected and their WpATs
tallied to check for mismatches, etc.

Again, clearly, if there is a mismatch in an EVM used in a

pafiicular constituency, in the random choice of the EVMs for the

additional checks, the chosen machines may come from

completely different constituencies. This hardly makes any

ê.uJ
about:reader?url=https://thewire.in/governmçnua-hitchhikçrs-guide-ro-
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sense. ) "'
There is one more fallacy of checking a fixed number (1 or S) of
EVM-WPATs for each assembly segment of a parliamentary

constituency. For example, each parliamentary constituency in

UP has five assembly segments and hence, assuming fìve

WPATs are to be verified per assembly segment, we need to

check 25 machines.

On the other hand, Mizoram has one parliamentary constituency

with 40 assembly segments, leading to checking of 2OO of them.

Given the objection of the ECI about the difficult terrain, checking

200 machines in Mizoram should have been a bigger concern

than checking only five in UP. An even more interesting

conundrum arises in the five parliamentary seats in the union

territories without any assembly.

Recall what professor P.C. Mahalanobis said to the i25th
meeting of the American StatisticalAssociation, about the

difficulty of applying "Statistics as a Key Technology" to the

offìcial systems in lndia. The Father of lndian Statistics lamented:
"The very idea of having crosschecks is frightening as conflicting

results arising from independent checks would be 'confusing' and

rnust be resisted and is being resisted even today."

How correct and contextual Mahalanobis sounds, even 54 years

later.

Antar Bandyopadhyay, Krishanu Maulik and Rahul Roy work at
the Theoreticai Sfaflsflcs and Mathematics Division of the tndian

Statistical lnstitute. The views expressed here are personal.
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Alleged EVMs malfunction at polling
Booths, delays voting in Guwahati
G Plus News I Aprit23, 2019 08:42 hrs
2 minutes

56

Alreged EVMs marfunction at poiling Booths, derays voting
in Guwahati

Guwahati: The generar erection for the Gauhati LS seat has onryjust begun and reports of Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs)
alleged malfunctioning are flying in from multiple corners of
Guwahati.
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lnstances have been reported wherein EVMs were reportedly not

working and as a result, polling was delayed at several booths.

At one of the poll booths at Narangi LP school, people had to

wait for more than an hour to cast their vote. Another delau was

reported at voting centre no.155, Dreamland School due to an

EVM malfunction claims voters at the voting centres.

According to locals at the polling centre, it is a discouraging

signal for voters, as the electoral officials showed lack of

preparedness and people might not necessarily return even

though an EVM has been replaced or repalred.
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EVMs have faced their fair share of controversy in lndia. There

have been claims that the machines are vulnerable to being

hacked and have securiÇ issues. lt's one of the reasons that the

Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) was brought into the

picture. lt allows voters to verify that their vote was registered

correctly.

*rwehqli
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FC Silent on EVM and WPAT Vote
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7-8 minutes
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EC Silent on EVM and WPAT Vote Count Mismatch in
Teiangana

10.2K ENGAGEMENT

6K

Why EC is not explaining the reason behind the discrepancies in

the number of votes counted in EVM and WPAT in Telangana

Elections? (Photo: IANS)

The Election Commission of lndia (EC) is using Voter Verifiable

Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) in polling booths to counter the

controversy over the tampering of Electronic Voting Machines

(EVM). On the Supreme Court's order, the EC has been

randomly verifying 5 WPATs per constituency in the Lok Sabha

elections.

This was being done to restore voter confidence, but the petitions

filed in the Telangana High Court have raised fudher concerns.
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<q
The petitions say that during the T,elangana Assembly elections -" i

in Decembet 2018, the vote count of a few WPATs did not tally

with that of the EVMs.

Dasoju Sravan Kumar and DK Aruna, members of the Congress

Party, filed petitions in the Telangana High Court pointing out the

discrepancies in the WPAT and EVM vote count. Kumar

contested from Khairatabad constituency and Aruna from Gadwal

constituency.

The petition filed by Aruna says,

'On the date of counting, ie, 11.12.2018, when WPAT printed

slips are (sic) counted as part of random checking, it was noticed

by the Election agent of the petitioner, Mr Banala Krishna Murthy,

lhat there were discrepancies and variance in terms of secured

rrotes through EVM and printed slips of WPATs."

When Aruna's polling agent discovered the discrepancy in the

count, he requested the election agent to count WPATs of all

polling booths in Gadwal Assembly constituency, but the

Returning Officer did not allow it.

On the same day, a specific request mandated under the

Conduct of Elections Rules, 196'1 was submitted to the Returning

Officer by Aruna, but so far, no decision has been taken on the

request.

A similar problem was cited by Kumar in his petition, where he

says:

"...when VVPAT printed sþs are counted as parl of random

checking, it was noticed by the election agent of the petitioner,

Mr Chamkura Sudhakar Reddy, that there were discrepancies

and variance in terms of secured votes through EVM and printed

Z af 7

sirps of VVPATs."
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Here too, the Returning Officer refused to count WPATs of all ÇO
polling booths despite the petitioner's request.

Fossible Reasons For Mismatch ln EVMs and

WPATs

1. Malfunction and Tampering

There can be no difference between the number of votes

recorded by the EVMs and the WPAT vote count because every

time a voter presses the EVM button to vote, a printed slip

containing the party symbol blinks on the WPAT machine to

assure the voter that the vote has gone to his/her choice of

candidate.

WPATs have been introduced to bring in transparency in the

entire procedure. Now, when one vote on EVM means one

printed slip in the WPAT, then how did a mismatch happen in the

above-mentioned Telangana constituencies?
(

l"One of the reasons for the mismaich is malfunctioning and

hamperinq of EVMs. The number of votes in the EVM cannot
I

lchange until and unless someone tries to tamper with it. Hence,
I

lit 
is important that at least 50% of WPATs are counted in the Lok

lS"Ufr" Elections to achieve 99% accuracy in the vote count."
I

[Ravi Shankar Jhandhyala - Petitioner's lawyer

Recently, the Supreme Court has ordered the EÇ to count 5

WPATs per constituency in the Lok Sabha Elections. And if there

are any discrepancies in the number of votes in WPATs and

EVMs then the WPAT count will prevail.

Expeñs say, counting 5 WPATs per constituency is as good as

not counting them because EC has declared that 10.35 lakh

polling stations have been set up in the Lok Sabha elections -

26-04-2019, 0l :20 PM
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which translates to 2,000 polling stations per constituency. Will
counting just 5 out of 2,00C WPATs per constituency bring about
any transparency?

6\
about:reader?url:https:/,/u¡ 
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lmage: The Quint

Some EC officers argue that mismatch might happen because of
human error and not tampering.

Before the polling starts, a mock poll is carried out by the
Presiding Offìcer of the booth. During the mock poll, a minimum

f 50 votes are cast just to check whether the EVM and WpAT
re not malfunctioning. There could be a human error that the

lection offìcer on duty forgot to delete the mock poll from EVM

r WPAT."

Senior EC officer

Bui experts are not buying this explanation because after the

mock poll is over, mock votes are deleted from EVMs and printed

slips are removed from the WPATs by the presid¡ng officer in the
presence of the polling agents of contestants from various
political parties.

lf mock votes were the reason behind the discrepancies in the

26-04-2019. 0l:20 Pi\,f
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WPAT and EVM count then the polling agent of the contestant

would have been aware of it.

Secondiy, why didn't the election agent clarify the reason behind

the mismatch in the vote count on counting day, when repeated

questions were raised by the polling agent of the petitioners?

Thirdly, why didn't the Returning Officer act or reply to the

petitioner's request to count WPATs of all polling booths in that

particular constituency?

Fourthly, why didn't the EC upload the number of votes counted

in the WPAT in the Telangana Assembly elections to maintain

transparency?

lnterestingly, till date the EC has not uploaded any data revealing

ihe vote counted via WPATs.

The petitioner Aruna has also mentioned in the petition that on

the counting day, 10 EVMs of 10 polling stations malfunctioned

because of which technicians were called in for assistance.

Aruna claims that her polling agent was not permitted to be

present when technical experts were recovering the votes from

EVMs.

Aruna submitted an application to the Returning Officer

requesting the WPAT slips be counted in the concerned polling

stations. But the Returning Officer neither allowed nor rejected

the request of the petitioner.

r^
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Quint has earlier reported on the mismatch in the number of

otes polled and number of votes counted in the _f!ffqdllrng

imultaneously with the Telangana Assembly elections.

ln a likely response to the report, the EC removed the data

regarding the number of votes polled only to upload a new data

which was held

26-04-20 I9, 0 I :20 PÌ\,f
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set a month later. And this time the two data sets matched. The

Quint reached out to the EC but did not receive any response.

Now, with the mismatch in the EVMs and WPAT vote count. EC

has lot more to answer.

The Quint has written a set of questions to the EC related to the
discrepancies in the votes counted in EVMs and WpATs. This
añicle will be updated if and when we receive a response.

Follow our Ëåect!ans section for more stories.

67:
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As '13 states and 2 Union Territories vote today, multiple cases of

EVM malfunctioning are being reported. The EVM-WPAT

machine came under heavy criticism by Opposition parties in the

first two phases of polling. ln Phase 3 too, instances of EVM

glitches have been repofted from Uttar Pradesh, Goa, Kerala and

Bihar.

ln response to reports of EVM glitches, Akhilesh Yadav tweeted,

"EVlMs across lndia malfunctioning or voting for the BJP. DMs

say poll officials untrained to operate EVMs. 350+ being

replaced. This is criminal negligence for a polling exercise that

costs 50,000 crs."

Here's a lowdown of the instances of EVM glitches:

Uttar Pradesh: More than 300 EVMs were not working, claimed

Azam Khan's son. ln an interview to Aaj Tak, Abdullah Azam

Khan said, "More than 300 EVMs are not working and the district

magistrate is doing this on purpose. Police are scaring people by

going inside their homes. I even heard that some people have

been asked to keep their rifles ready. All this is being done to

scare away voters."

More than 50 polling booths reported EVM malfunction early

morning in the state's Rohilkhand region. Twenty-seven of these
were reported from Badaun, 14 in Bareilly, 11 in Moradabad, 7 in

4i29l2019. 7:35 P\4
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Sambhal and 5 each on Pilibhit and Aonla.

A problem with a WPAT machine was also reponed from a booth

in Firozabad that delayed polling for 45 minutes.

Goa: ln South Goa, the Election Commission had to replace

EVMs at a booth in Cuncolim after it was found that the machine

was adding votes to BJP's tally during a mandatory mock poll

exercise_ The matter was raised by Aam Aadmi party's South

Goa Lok Sabha seat candidate Elvis Gomes. Gomes said that
during the mock poll in which 9 votes were cast for each

candidate, the BJP candidate received 17 votes, Congress

received 9, AAP received I and 1 went to independent

candidates.

The Goa Chief Electoral Officer said, "Entire set of EVMs has

been replaced for AC 34, PS No 31 as per report from DEO

South Goa."

AIsa read: laå Saååa Flect¡o,l ?t?å Phase 3 l_ive Updafes:

E¡!,Å '¿iit*es in UP {,erafa. Gaa: Sunnv Ðeo! icjns ÐJp

Kerala: At a polling booth in Wayanad, the EVM machine was

not registering the vote. NDA candidate Thushar Vellappally

wrote to the EC and said, "Let me draw your kind attention to an

important matter. lt is reporled from booth number 79 - CMS

Higher Secondary School, Arappatta in Mooppanad panchayat

that the voting machine is damaged. A vote is not being cast

even after pressing twice."

ln Phase 3, Goa, Gujarat, Kerala, Dadra and Nagar Haveli and

Daman and Diu along with Karnataka, Maharashtra, Uttar

Fradesh, Chhattisgarh, Odisha, West Bengal, Assam and Bihar

are going to the polls.

AIso read: qSl_S.Ëåt€_FjCtIçn Zl?S.,ahase 3 vctinc F,4,es ply?
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Glitches in EVMs, WPATs delay
Karnataka polling

2-3 minutes

Glitches in Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs) and Voter

Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (WPATs) in many polling stations

delayed or held up voting initially in Karnataka's remaining '14

Lok Sabha seats, said an official on Tuesday.

"Though there are reports from some booths about glitches in

EVMs or WPATs, they have been rectified or replaced to begin

or resume voting," joint chief electoral officer A.V. Surya Sen told

IANS here.

Voting was undenvay in allthe 14 parliamentary constituencies

across the western and northern parts of the state since 7 a.m.

under tight security.

According to information received from the presiding and

assistant returning officers in the respective constituencies,

polling could not begin in one of the booths in Bagalkot seat due

to an ËVM malfunctioning.

Similarly, a glitch in a WPAT held up voting in booth number 106

at Hubbali in Dharwad seat in the state's northwest region for
about 30 minutes.

"We have enough spare EVMs and WpATs in every assembly

segment of the parliamentary seats to replace faulty machines or
printers to ensure voting is not held up. Technical personnel are

at every booth to assist the presiding officers to rectify or replace

26-04-2019.01:30 pM



the ballot or controlling units," said Sen.

EVMs and WPATs malfunction were also reported from

Belgaum, Bellary (ST), Bidar, Bijapur (SC) Chikkodi,

Davanagere, Gulbarga (SC), Koppal and Raichur (ST).

"We have 25 per cent redundancy in every constituency to

minìmise delays due to glitches. Complaints of malfunctioning of

EVMs or WPATs account for 0.25 per cent of their total in

operation," state Chief Electoral Officer Sanjiv Kumar told IANS.

There are 28,022 polling stations across the two regions,

including 216 all-women ('sakhi') and 39 ethnic booths for gender

and tribal empowerment.

-IANS fb/in

(299 Words)
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Snake inside WPAT machine holds up polling in Kannur, Kerala
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WPAT machine holds
Kannur, Kerala

PTI Kannur, April 23, 2019 12:19 IST updated: Aprit 24, 2019 15:38 IST
1 minute

An unusual "visitor" in a polling booth in the Kanns.Jr Lok Sabha

constituency, held up voting for a brief while on Tuesday.

A small snake was found inside a WPAT machine in a booth at
Mayyil Kandakkai in the constitutency, which is witnessing heavy
polling, triggering panic among officials and voters. However, the

reptile was soon removed and voting resumed.

The Kannur constituency, where sitting MP P.K. Sreemathy (Cpl-
M-LDF), K. Sudhakaran (Cong-UDF) and C.K. padmanabhan

(BJP-NDA) are trying their luck, is witnessing brisk polling since

ihe morning.
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EVM, WPAT glitches: Polling
adjourned at two booths in Odisha

2-3 minuies
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Cuttack: Voting at two booths in separate places was adjourned

during the conduct of the third phase polls in Odisha today

following glitches in EVM and WPAT machines.

According to sources, WPAT machine of polling station no-196

of 87 Baramba constituency was changed after it developed

some error. However, while replacÍng the WPAT machine, the

one meant for Lok Sabha constituency was mistakenly attached

to the control unit and ballot unit meant for Assembly

constituency, sources said.

The mistake came to fore after a voter complained about

improper display of votes in WPAT which were not in

accordance to his vote.

The poll officials present at the booth confirmed about the error

after conducting test vote as per provisions of Rule 49 MA of

Conduct of Election Rules 196'1 and established that the mistake

was due to 'wrong pairing' of the machines.

Polling has been adjourned immediately and sources said the

State Chief Electoral Officer has recommended the Election

Commission of lndia for fresh poll in the booth in accordance with

section 58 (B) of RP Act,1951 .

ln another incident, polling in booth no 183 under Deogarh

26-04-20 19. 02:06 PM
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Assembly constituency was also adjourned following technical I

snags in pa¡ring of EVMs and WPAT machines.

Recommendations have also been made for repoll in the booth.

This apart, several other incidents of disruption in polling were

also repoded from other places in the State. Polling was

disrupted at booth no 180 of JubileeTown area, booth no 1 at

Kalinga panchayat in Khurda, booth no -222 of Kamasasan

village under Brahmagiri Assembly constituency.

Following incidents of snags, enraged locals created

disturbances in several places of the State. Alleging fault in EVM,

villaEers smashed two voting machines inside booth no 75 at

Balabhadrapur under Satyabadi constituency of Puri. Similarly,

clash erupted over booth rigging allegations between supporters

of two political parties outside booth no 1 at Kalinga panchayat in

Khurda.

about:reader?url=https:./,/orJishaw.inlodishai €vm-ùvpat-glirches-poiling
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Lok Sabha elections:
malfunction reported
Goa in third phase

5-7 minu'!es
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EVM, WPAT
from UP, Kerala,

1-\

EVM malfunction was reported from UP, Goa, Gujarat, Kerala

and Odisha. (PTl)

Complaints of EVM malfunctioning were reported from several

states during the third phase of the Lok Sabha elections on

Tuesday. Even as voters turned up in large numbers to cast their

votes in 116 seats, EVM glitches were reported from Kerala,

Uttar Pradesh and Goa. BJP president Amit Shah, Congress

chief Rahul Gandhi and several Union ministers are in the fray in
this phase. Lok Sabha Elections 2019 Phase 3 LIVE UPDATËS

'!, Uttar Fradesh

26-04-2019 - 02: 12 ?M
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Sarneiwadi Pa:'t'{ chief Akhilesh Yadav Tuesday alleged that - t

EVMs were "malfunctioning or voting for the BJP" across the

country and termed it a "criminal negligence". "EVMs across lndia

malfunctioning or voting for the BJP. DMs say poll officials

untrained to operate EVMs. 350+ be¡ng replaced. This is criminal

negligence for a polling exercise that costs Rs 50,000 crs.

"Should we believe DMs @ECISVEEP, or is something far more

sinister afoot?" Yadav said in a tweet tagging the Election

Commission.

& i**¡ansxpress.som/eleetians

Talking to reporters after casting his vote in Saifai (Etawah),

Yadav said the EC should take cognisance of reports of

malfunctioning of EVMs in Rampur and Badaun also.

"l have come to know that a state minister is trying to influence

poliing in Badaun, where his daughter is contesting. Officers are

saying that EVMs are not running for lack of proper training of

officials. ls this the digital lndia being promised by the

government?" he said.

2" Klerala

Giitches in EVMs in some polling booths were reported in the

initial hours of voting in Cherthala in Alappuzha district and

Kovalam in the state capital, reported PTl. However, state Chief

Electoral Officer Teeka Ram Meena dismissed the repofis of
widespread technical issues in the voting machines and said only

isolated cases were reported. "The technical glitches of the

sensitive voting machines is nothing new. .. there were rains in

many places last night and the issues could have been due to

that," he said.

26-04-2019.02..12 PM
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ln the evenin g, a 21-year-old man was booked by police aner n" 4 2
allegedly made a false complaint about a voting machine in a

booth where he cast his vote. After casting his vote at a booth in

Thiruvananthapuram Lok Sabha constituency, Babu complained

to polling officials that the WPAT machine showed his vote was

not registered in favour of his preferred candidate. However, after

a test voting was held in the presence of the presiding officer and

polling agents, the complaint was found to be false.

However, Babu was later baild out. He voted from booth no 151

in Vattiyoorkavu, Thiruvananthapuram.

3, Gujarat

There were complaints of technical glitches in EVMs at some

booths in Gujarat, an election official was quoted as saying by

PTl. State additional chief electoral officer Ashok Manek said

some EVMs were replaced after complaints of technical

problems.

"The EVM machines malfunctioned in some parts of the state.

We quickly replaced them and the voting process was not

affected," he said. A detailed report on faulty EVMs will be

released after the polling ends in the evening, he added.

4. Goa

ågfféeqËlËetï chief ,4¡'vind Kç¡rjwat alleged that there have

been several instances of faulty electronic voting machines in

Goa during polling for the third phase. ln a series of tweets,

Kejriwal tagged reports of alleged faulty electronic voting

machines. Tagging a news report which claimed that,,faulty EVM

in a booth at Kizhakke Nalpathu near Chefthala was replaced

after it was found that all votes were getting registered to BJp',,

26-04-2019.02:12 PM
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Kejriwal said, "Absolutely shocking. All faulty EVMs deliver votes I

to BJP".

ln another instance, he shared party's Goa convenor Elvis

Gomes' tweet, "Election of shame? Mock poll with 9 votes for

each of 6 candidates in booth no 3'l in 34AC in Goa. Totalcount

BJP gets'17, Cong I , Aap 8. lnd 1 . Robbery." Replying to

Gomes'tweet, he said, "Faulty EVM in Goa also transfers others

votes to BJP. Are these really faulty or programmed in this

fashion?"

Following the complaints at some polling booths, the faulty

machines were replaced, an election official said.

5" Odisha

A few technical glitches in EVMs were reported from Odisha as

well. WPAT of polling station No. 196 of 87-Badamba assembly

constituency was changed after commencement of actual poll,

due to some error, Chief Electoral Officer (Odisha)was quoted as

saying by ANl. '134 votes had been polled in the machine by

then. Concerned Sector Offlcer reached booth with replacement

WPAT, the official added.

Fudher elaborating on the issue, the CEO said that WPAT
meant for parliamentary constituency was mistakenly attached to

Control&Ballot Unit meant for assembly constituency during

replacement. "Error was detected after 22 votes were polled.

Polling adjourned immediately; recommendation to be made to

ECI for fresh poll," he said.

-W¡th PTI inputs

Follow the !!.ä $*þ¡e [iertiqn real-time on
lndianExpress.com/elections. Check the Lok Sabha eiection
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Glitches in five EVMs in Pune Lok
Sabha seat, snags delay voting at
other places - Times of lndia

TNN I Updated: Apr 24, 2019, 6:39 IST

3-4 minutes

PUNE: Only five electronic voting machines (EVMs)

malfunctioned in the Pune ¡-ok Sal:þa constituency on Tuesday,

while faulty EVMs and Voter-Verifïed Paper Audit Trail (WPAT)

uniis delayed voting by at least 30 minutes at several polling

slations in Madha, Ahmednaga¡ Sangli, Kolhapur and

Aurangabad constituencies.

//timesofi ndia. indiatimes. com/elections/lok-sab.-.
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The authorities at these polling stations had to either replace the

faulty units or rectify them on site, triggering delay and angry

exchange of words between polling staffers, agents and voters.

An elderly person was detained for trying to break an EVM at a

polling station in Ahmednagar. "The 70-year-old voter demanded

ballot paper to cast vote. A case will be lodged against him," the

police said.

At a polling station in Bhusawal under the Raver Lok Sabha

constituency, the authorities had to book a person for creating

ruckus over a false WPAT recording claim.

ln Jalna, Balasaheb D Ubale (35)was detained for allegedly

clicking photo of EVM while casting vote at the Khadkeshwar

village polling station in Ambad taluka.

Pune district collector and returning officer Naval Kishore Ram

said, "The malfunctioning EVMs-WPATS were replaced

immediately and there were no major issues. During the mock

polls, some EVMs malfunctioned and they were replaced."

A voter complained that the WPAT machine issued a slip

contrary to the button pressed on the EVM at the SSPMS School

in Shivajinagar assembly segment. Under the provision of the

electoral rules, a mock pollwas done for him. The slip turned out

to be correct. He was then given a form of declaration by elector

under Rule 49 MA of conduct of election rules, whereby he had

to go for a test vote under 49 MA of the election rules.

"He was proved wrong. We shall soon decide if an FIR would be

registered under Section 177 of the lPC, wherein the person can

26-04-2019,01:32 PM
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be held liable for making wrong claims," Ram said. 7+
ln Aurangabad, Shiv Sena nominee Chandrakant Khaire reached

the Zilla Parishad poll¡ng booth at 1Oam and had to wait to vote

after an EVM developed a glitch.

Aurangabad district collector Uday Choudhary confirmed, "During

a mock poll, as many as 18 WPATs, 25 ballot un¡ts and 17

control units were found malfunctioning and replaced."

ln the Ahmednagar Lok Sabha constituency, a total of g4

WPATS, 57 ballot units and 25 control units were replaced. ln

Sangli, five EVMs went out of order. One of them was at the

Chinchani pollinE station, where sitting MP Sanjaykaka Patil had

gone to vote. ln Kolhapur Lok Sabha constituency, EVM

malfunctioning was reported from four polling stations.

Malfunctioning of EVMs was also reported from some polling

stations in Ahmednagar, Jalna and Raver constituencies. ln

Madha, the Solapur district administration had to replace 50

WPAT machines.

#ElectionsWithTimes
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Faulty EVMs, WPATs disrupt polling
across Kerala

By Express News Seryrce

6-7 minutes

KOCHI: lVlany voters, including Chief Minister PinarayiVijayan,

had a harrowing time on Tuesday, waiting additional hours for

casting votes as the electronic voting machines (EVM)

malfunctioned in many constituencies in the state. Many polling

booths, from Kasargod to Thiruvananthapuram, reported faulty

EVMs causing disruption to voting.

ln many polling stations, Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail

(WPAT) machines also developed snag resulting in delayed

polling. The Chief Minister had to wait for over 30 minutes in

queue at Pinarayi RC Amala Basic UP School after the EVM

stopped functioning. He accused the election officials of not

showing seriousness in preparing the machines for the big

occasion.

ALSO READ I [auily' EVivlls, Ålter \qeiling for iìf iìouí e ai¡rnar

Âienci-ieru 1*aves'*ithc;:T castins hls v¡lte

?8

ln many places in Kannur, the voters had to return disappointed

as they could not cast votes. At booth no 147 in Cheleri

Karayaappu, voters complained about WPAT displaying the

symbol different from the one they had pressed in EVM. The

glitch was brought to notice after around 70 voters had cast their
votes. The polling restarted after installing a new WPAT

4129l 2tt 19 . 'l :i3 P\¡l
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machine.

ln Kasargod, polling began late in 16 polling booths following

malfunctioning of EVM ancl WPAT machines. Only three booths

reported faulty EVMs in Wayanad, while EVM failures were

reported in 90 polling booths in Vadakara, where one booth

reported EVM malfunction for four times. ln Thrissur, polling was

delayed in many booths due to power failure and faulty EVMs,

Officials said the delay in receiving standby machines caused

further delay in resuming the polling at many places.

r*Ll*rr'd #uR rli{_Ê_ ËLË*"r}tN tüvËRÅGË 9-{cRË
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Areas, where maximum machines failed, were Arimboor,

Kundukadu, Kuriachira, Olakara, Ayanthole and Edavilangu.

Disruption in power supply following heavy rain on Monday night

resulted in many booths functioning without proper lighting. ln

Palakkad and Alathur, polling was delayed in a couple of booths.

At RVLP school in Kayiliyad, where LDF candidate M B Rajesh

was to vote. two EVMs had to be changed as both of them

developed a snag causing a delay of two hours for polling to

begin.

Chalakudy, Ernakulam and Alappuzha constituencies in central

Kerala also reported faulty EVMs and WPATs while Kottayam

alone reported delayed voting in 49 polling booths due to

technical glitches in EVMs and WPATs.Around 20 booths in

Kollam district reported faulty EVMs. In Thiruvananthapuram and

Pathanamthitta too, polling was delayed after EVMs

malfunctioned. While five booths reported faulty EVMs in

Pathanamthitta, this was the case with eight booths in

Thiruvananthapuram.

"1
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T'Puram: Chief Electoral Officer Teekaram Meena said 219

Electronic Voting Machines developed snags across the state.

However, compared to the national average, the number was

less in Kerala. About 190 Control Units also developed

complaints, he said. Expressing satisfaction over the

performances of the machines, Meena added that out of 40,000

WPAT machines, only 500 reported technical snags. "One to

three per cent of the machines developed a snag. The national

average is four per cent," he said.

Lotus lights up as 'hand' button is pressed: UDF

T'Puram: The UDF workers on Tuesday morning alleged

whenever someone pressed the 'hand' symbol of the Congress

candidate, the light against the BJP's lotus symbol flashed at the

booth no 151 set up at the Madhava Vilasam School, near

Chowara, in Kovalam, They said malfunction came to notice after

76 persons polled the votes, forcing the workers to lodge a

complaint. The election officials then stopped the polling for

about one hour and checked the machine. Later, they clarified

there was no such malfunction as alleged. But the officials said

some of the buttons in the machine were not working in the

morning allegedly due to the moisture in the atmosphere. Later,

the officials replaced the machine.

Gase against youth for misleading officials
T'Puram: ln another incident, the police have registered a case

against a 21-year-old youth in Thiruvananthapuram on charges

of misleading the officials by raising a complaint that the EVM in

about:r'eader?url=http://www.newindianexpress.com/statçs/kcrala./201 9-..
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which he cast vote recorded the vote for a wrong candidate. The S \
officials inspected the machine and confirmed there was no issue

as complained by the youth, who was identified as Abin who cast

his vote at booth nun'ìber',l51 in Pattom Kendriya Vidyalaya in

Thiruvananthapuram. The police registered the case based on

the recommendation of the offìcials as the allegation he raised

remained unproven. However, he was let off by the police upon

furnishing the security for the station bail.

In another incident, a voter was arrested for challenging the

presiding officer for the anomaly in EVM at Panmana in Kollam

district. Shamnad of L K Mansil, Porukara, was arrested after he

could not prove his allegations on EVM at a polling booth in

Chittoor. "He said WPAT showed sign of a candidate different

from his choice. But he could not prove it," said a police officer.

He was later released on bail.

UDF booth agents stabbed

Kasargod: Two booth agents of the UDF were stabbed allegedly

by CPM suppofiers at Thekkil on Tuesday evening. Youth

League district secretary and Kasargod block panchayat standing

committee member T D Kabeer and UDF booth agent Abdul

Khader Mallom were stabbed, said one of the UDF workers.

Snake spotted inside WPAT machine

Kannur: Polling was held up for some time at booth number 145

at Kandakkai ALP School, near Mayyil, on Tuesday morning

after a snake was found inside the WPAT machine on Tuesday

morning. lt was during the mock polling that the officers spotted

the poisonous snake. The unusual incident caused panic among

the voters and offìcials, delaying the polling for around half an

hour. However, the snake was soon removed and voting

resumed.
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Glitches in EVMS, VVPATS hamper many polling booths

As per the reports available from Election off¡ce, total ll ;-i.

Control Unit (CU), 11 ballot unit (BU) and 35 WPAT were W
replaced during the polling process

PANJIM: Even as polling for two Parliamentary constituencies

and three assembly segments in Goa was held on a peaceful

note, glitches in electronic voting machines (EVMs) and Voter

Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (WPATs) was reported in many

polling booths resulting in initial voting hiccups. Perhaps, for the

very first time during any election process in the State, such high

numbers of complaints with regards to technical snags in the

voting machines were reported.

The polling for two Lok Sabha seats- North Goa Parliamentary

constituency and South Goa Parliamentary constituency and

three by-elections- Mandrem, Shiroda and Mapusa assembly

seat had begun at 7.00am across 1652 polling booths. However,

complaints from election officers, voters and candidates started

to pour in from various booths thus delaying or holding up voting

process initially.

The machines at polling booths at St Cruz (PB-35), Mayem

(P8-6), Harvalem, Nerul(PB-35), Corlim (PB-28), Siolim (PB-14

and 9), Mapusa (PB- 12 and 18), Betul, Avdeam (Quepem),

Agassaim (PB-26), Taleigao (PB-10), Panjim (PB-29) Cuncolim

(PB-31), Taleigao- Dona Paula (PB-16), Mandrem (PB- 28, 44,9,
'10 and 17), Sawantwada-Canacona had to be replaced or

rectified following complaints.

As per the repods available from Election office, total 11 Control

Unit (CU), 11 ballot unit (BU) and 35 WPAT were reptaced

during the polling process.

The complaints including non pressing of some buttons

belonging io a particular party or vote registered on the WPAT

26-0.1-2019.0t:22 PM
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recording only ¡n the name of BJP's election symbol, or. 
"ornpt"t" 

SU
non-functioning of EVMs or breakdown after first vote.

The voters were also found complaining about slow voting

process due to non-trained polling staffers. lt was also reported

that some staffers were also not able to handle the technical

issue with the machines, when brought to their notice.

"Though there were reports from some booths about glitches in

EVMs or WPATS, they have been rectified or replaced

immediately. The polling process in those booths was extended,"

Additional Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) Narayan Sawant said.

Total 2000 EVMs and WPAT were available for State polling.

Apart from 1652 polling stations having one ËVMs and WPATS,

there were 20 percent spare machines. Also, in by-poll

constituencies, one extra machine each was deployed.

The Congress party and Aam Aadmi Party has already filed

complaints with the Election authorities pointing to the technical

snags in the EVM and WPAT machines.

"The EVM button was not getting pressed. Probably, they were

not connected properly. lt was brought to the notice of the

election officer, who had to then halt the polling process," a voter

from St Cruz Assembly constituency said.

ln Corlim-Cld Goa, the election officers' infact refused to even

explain to the voters, who were standing in queue as why there

was delay to begin voting. After much debate, they finally

informed about non-functioning of the machines.

The worst case was reported in Toleabhat polling booth in

Cuncolim, afterAAP South Goa candidate Elvis Gomes brought

to the notice of the authorities after majority votes were being

allocated to BJP candidates in the mock polling exercise.
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"ln the mock poll with 9 votes for each of six candidates in booth 
gç

No 31, the total count gave BJP 17, Congress 9, AAP 8 and One

to lndependent. The mock poll should have shown nine votes for

each of the candidates," Gomes said.

Reacting to the allegations CEO Goa replaced the entire set of

EVMs at the booth. "Entire set of EVM has been replaced for AC

34, PS No 31 as per report from DEO South Goa," said CEO

Goa.

Leader of Opposition Chandrakant Kavlekar also expressefl

concern over problem in EVMs at Quepem assembly segments.

"The machines have reported fault as the votes were found to be

getting registered for BJP, even after pressing other party

buttons. I will be filing a complaint with Election Commission.

This is a foul play by BJP," he said.

The Congress party in the complaint filed before North Goa

returning officer, pointed out that the voting machines in Siolim

booths were malfunctioning and that the votes were shown in

favour of BJP irrespective of who the electors are casting the

votes. The complaint was filed by Congress vice president

Altinho Gomes. Following chaos that was observed at the

Sodiem - Siolim polling booth, the ECI officials changed the EVM

machine and said the problem was due to a technicalfault. The

voters who had cast their votes were allowed to recast them

using the new machines.
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Election Cornrnission has deployed23.4lakh EVMs for
balloting at 10.5 lakh polling stations across the country
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[Polling officials carrying the Electronic Voting Machine (EVMs)

and other necessary inputs required for the General

Elections-2019, at the distribution centre, at Hyderabad, in
Telangana on April 10,2019.1

ldew Delhi: ln the midst of the election season, questions are
being raised by various Opposition parties over the Electronic
Voting Machines (EVMs) after about 10,000 of these machines
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malfunctioned at different praces during the first three phases of (â
Lok Sabha polls.

The Election Commission (EC) has deployed 23.4 lakh EVMs for
balloting at 10.5 lakh polling stations across the country.

Of these, the actual deployment of EVMs is 20.07 lakh, with the
poll panel having kept 2.5 lakh units as buffer for replacements.

Fuñher, the EC strong rooms have 0.83 lakh units which are
"locked" with previous election petitions, said sources.

I'ypes of EVM Glitches

EC sources said they have noticed three types of malfunctioning

in the EVMs -- the paper rolls in the WpATs getting stuck, keys
getting jammed and EVMs and WpATs (paper trail) suffering

lack of synchronisation just as a computer needs to be connected

to the printer.

They said two types of machines, M2 and M3, are being used in
the Lok Sabha polls. Out of the total 23.4 lakh units, S.5 lakh are
M2 type and 17.9lakh M3 type. The M3 is an improved version

of M2 and is better designed to handle any attempt to tamper
with the EVM.

lnsisting that the EVMs are tamper proof, the EC sources said

the machines have gone through rigorous checks and the
representatives of various political parties are involved at all the
stages when the machines are used.

"The EC is conducting the national polls with the help of around

10 lakh government staff. Lack of training or mishandling of the
machine by some persons could be the reason behind these
complaints," the sources said.

26-04-2019.01: l2 t,M
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Technical Review

EC sources said a technical review committee is looking into 8Y
these issues and has suggested some changes in the

specifications of paper rolls which are of certain thickness and

have been designed to carry the imprint for five years, but

sometimes face problems in humid conditions.

Though the percentage of the units replaced is small, it has given

the Opposition a handle to slam the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party

(BJP) and question the credibility of the entire process.

The Congress, Nationalist Congress Party (NCP), Telugu Desam

Pafty (TDP), Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) and Samajwadi party (Sp)
have all questioned the credibility of the EVMs.

The charge by various Opposition parties is based on two points

- that the BJP allegedly tampers with the machines to get votes

and that the malpractice goes against the basic tenet of
democracy and fails to provide a level playing field to all the

contestants.

Back to Paper Ballots

The Opposition parties have urged the EC to go back to the old

paper ballot system while claiming that the EVMs have been

rejected by many developed countries.

"li is the responsibility of the poll panel to clear the doubts in the

minds of the voters over the credibility of EVMs. Therefore, we

had asked for 50 per cent WPATs to be matched with the votes
polled," Congress spokesperson Abhishek Manu Singhvi said.

"EVMs are developing snags across states," Samajwadi party

leader Neeraj Shekhar said and asked, "ls it mere coincidence?"
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Congress' Lok Sabha member from Thiruvananthapuram Shashi 8q
Tharoor charged that votes polled for other parties were all going

to the BJP by default. Tharoor flagged that the Congress key in
the EVM in polling station No. 151 in Kovalam was jammed on

April23.

The EC sources said the machines were replaced after the fault
was detected.

Former EC official S.K. Mehndiratta, who was involved in the
introduction of EVMs, backed the machines, saying the
Opposition's charges were not based on evidence. He pointed

out that the political parties were part of the testing process.

(The writer can be contacted at amit.a@ians.in)
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Over Fears of Facing Prison
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Assam Ex-DGP Spots WPAT Mismatch, Decides to Not

Complain Over Fears of Facing Prison

Filer image of Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) with EVM. (Photo

courtesy: PIB)

As Assam went to polls in the third phase of the Lok Sabha

elections, former Assam DGP Hare Krishna Deka complained of
a WPAT error at the polling booth in Lachitnagar Lower Primary

School and said that the WPAT slip showed a different name

than the candidate he voted for.

However, he was admonished that if he lodged a complaint,

which later turned out to be false, he could face six months in
prison. Deka revealed that this deterred him from filing a

complaint.

"The presiding officer told me my vote could not be cancelled. I

would have to pay Rs 2 for challenging the discrepancy, after
which an inquiry would be initiated on the basis of my complaint.

lf deemed false, I would face six months' imprisonment or have

to pay a fine of Rs 10, 000," he told News18.

w
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[E*-n.=". DGP Harekrishna Deka: My polling booth was Lachit -t,\
I

jNagar LP School. When I voted,WPAT displayed someone
ì

lelse's name.l was told I can challenge ¡t but if complaint is found

þo 
be false I'll be punished.l don't want to take risk. How do I

lknow frow will it be proven? (23.4) pìc.tr¡itåe¡-.ccrnlclllñ.ll4ilt;jÅ.2
I
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Deka, an award winning Sahitya Akedemi poet and critic, said

that the stiff fine and prison term compels the voter to not seek

remedy in case of an error with the WPAT machine. " Nobody

would initiate criminal proceeding for raising a complain. This

intimidation is wrong. lt is every citizen's democratic right to cast

their vote according to their choice and its sad to see it getting

violated," he said.

However, according to a report in the limes of lndia, a senior

official at Assam CEO's office blamed the former DGp for not

following protocol, as laid down by the EC. "Deka did not bring up

his grievance with higher officials in the election department," he

was quoted as saying.

According to the EC's manual on the use of EVMs and WpA, a
complaint of wrong printing by WPAT has to be reported to the
presiding officer, who "will take a declaration explaining that if
found false he (the complainant) can be penalized". The

presiding officer will then record the complaint and allow the
complainant to cast a test vote in the presence of the presiding

officer and polling agents.

lf the complaint is found to be valid, the presiding officer will stop
polling and report to the returning officer. "Since the introduction

of WPATs, more than 18 crore voters have cast their votes ... &
ONLY 1 (one) complaint received ... which was also FOUND TO

BE FALSE." the manual adds.
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A political slugfest erupted over the use of WPATs after twenty- s!
one opposition once again approached the Supreme Coud on

Wednesday, asking it to review the order on counting of voter

slips of only five EVM machines in every assembly segment. The

parties have once again demanded that at least 50 per cent of

WPAT slips be cross-checked.

Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister N Chandrababu Naidu, who has

been at the forefront of this fight, said democracy the review

petitlon has been filed as democracy cannot be left at the mercy

of some EVM programmers.

EVM glitches have marred the Lok Sabha election process in the

first three phases of voting held till now. While polling in Andhra

Pradesh continued tillwell past midnight on April 11 due to

malfunctioning machines, over 300 faulty EVMs had to be

replaced in Rampur in UP on Tuesday.

WPATs are being used for the first time in a Lok Sabha election

after they were first used in the Assembly Elections last year.

Naidu said instances of EVMs malfunctioning and selective

manipulation of the machines were reported in the polling held on

Tuesday in Kerala, Goa and Uttar Pradesh

4i2920t9.'Ì .79 PM
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Frequent glitch in the EVMs due to
severe heat condition hampers
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Amaravati, Apr 25 (UNl) Andhra Pradesh Chief Electoral Officer
(CEO) Gopal Krishna Dwivedi said that they required more than

21,000 staff during counting of votes on May 23, polled in the
General Election in the state.
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Puducherry, Apr 25 (UNl) Dr.
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Thiruvananthapuram, Apr 24 (UNl) Kerala recorded the highest

voter turnout in the last four decades. of 77.
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Amaravati, Apr 24 (UNl)Andhra Pradesh Chief Secretary L V
Subramanyam asked Disirict Collectors and other officials

concerned to make foolproof arrangements for the counting of
votes io be taken up on May 23.
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Bengaluru, Apr 24 (UNl) The Janata Dal(S) in Karnataka will not

field its candidate for the Kundagol and Chincholi Assembly

seats, for which by-elections will be held on May 19 as both the

seats were won by coalition partner Congress and the party will

support its candidate.
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EVMs go out of orde1 voting delayed
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Kochi: Voting in several polling booths in the district was delayed

for hours in the morning due to malfunctioning of the Electronic

Voting Machines.

According to officials, glitches developed in the EVMs when

polling staded al7 a.m. Howeve¡ all of them were replaced and

the polling was completed without any delay.

The EVMs developed trouble at Kongarappalli Government

Higher Secondary School, Pallipram Asasul lslam Madrassa in
Vazhakkulam panchayat, 4 Cent Colony Anganvady at

Karumaloor and Kadavanthra St Joseph's English Medium

Nursery School.

The EVMs were replaced thrice in booth number 14T at

Kalamassery. "When the first machine malfunctioned, they

brought another within half an hour but it was out of charge. A
third machine was brought which delayed the voting for many

hours and many left without voting," a voter of Kalamassery said.

The Voter Verified Paper Audit Trails (WPATs) also

malfunctioned in some booths, including Pookkattupady St

George Public School, Pallipram Assassul lslam Madrassa and

Ooramana Government High School. The machines went out of
order shorlly after the voting starled. The officials rectified them

within one hour and continued the voting.
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EVMs go out oforder, voting delayed

Glitches were also found in the ballot units at Government High

School, Elamakkara, Kothamangalam Devaswom Board High

School and Chendamangalam Government LP School during the

mock polls which started at 6 a.m. The EVMs were replaced at 7

a.m.

Meanwhile, the WPATs caused confusion among the voters and

delayed the voting process in Ernakulam district. The machines

were either slow or faulty. Most of the voters were not aware of

the functioning of the WPATs.

The voters were confused as the beeping sound was heard

seven seconds after the vote was cast. When the machine

beeps, a paper slip displaying the name and symbol of the

candidate drops into a sealed box thereby confirming the vote.

Meanwhile, a mobile phone was seized by the presiding officer

from a person who allegedly attempted to record the video of the

EVM while voting at a polling station at Puthenvelikkara. The

phone was handed over to Puthenvelikkara police.
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Faulty EVMs, WPATs disrupt polling
across Kerala
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KOCHI: Many voters, including Chief Minister PinarayiVijayan,

had a harrowing time on Tuesday, waiting additional hours for
casting votes as the electronic voting machines (EVM)

malfunctioned in many constituencies in the state. Many polling

booths, from Kasargod to Thiruvananthapuram, reported faulty

EVMs causing disruption to voting.

ln many polling stations, Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail

(WPÁ\T) machines also developed snag resulting in delayed

polling. The Chief Minister had to wait for over 30 minutes in

queue at Pinarayi RC Amala Basic UP School after the EVM

stopped functioning. He accused the election officials of not

showing seriousness in preparing the machines for the big

occasion.

ALSO READ I FauitV EVt¡ls, After i¡¿ailing for an hosr Çêrdr¡al
Âien*ii*r-y iea.,,ss wlth*r-lt casting his vote

ln many places in Kannu¡ the voters had to return disappointed

as they could not cast votes. At booth no 147 in Cheleri

Karayaappu, voters complained about WPAT displaying the
symbol different from the one they had pressed in EVM. The
glitch was brought to notice after around 70 voters had cast their
votes. The polling restarted after installing a new WPAT

oñ
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machine.

ln Kasargod, potting began late in 16 polling booths following 1S
malfunctioning of EVM and WPAT machines. Only three booths
reporied faulty EVMs in Wayanad, while EVM failures were
repor.ted in 90 polling booths in Vadakara, where one booth

reported EVM malfunction for four times. ln Thrissur, polling was
delayed in many booths due to power failure and faulty EVMs.

Officials said the delay in receiving standby machines caused

further delay in resuming the polling at many places.

F*LL*W *ilR F{-{Lt gLËÜT3Õru TæV€RAGE }"iñRE

Areas, where maximum machines failed, were Arimboor,

Kundukadu, Kuriachira, Olakara, Ayanthole and Edavilangu.

Disruption in power supply following heavy rain on Monday night

resulted in many booths functioning without proper lighting. ln
Palakkad and Alathur, polling was delayed in a couple of booths.

At RVLP school in Kayiliyad, where LDF candidate M B Rajesh

was to vote, two EVMs had to be changed as both of them

developed a snag causing a delay of two hours for polling to

begin.

Chalakudy, Ernakulam and Alappuzha constituencies in central

Kerala also repofted faulty EVMs and WpATs while Kottayam

alone reported delayed voting in 49 polling booths due to

technical glitches in EVMs and WpATs.Around 20 booths in

Kollam district reported faulty EVMs. In Thiruvananthapuram and
Pathanamthitta too, polling was delayed after EVMs

malfunctioned. While five booths reported faulty EVMs in

Pathanamthitta, this was the case with eight booths in
Thiruvananthapuram.
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T'Puram: Chief Electoral Officer Teekaram Meena said 219

Electronic Voting Machines developed snags across the state.

However, compared to the national average, the number was

less in Kerala. About 190 Control Units also developed

complaints, he said. Expressing satisfaction over the

performances of the machines, Meena added that out of 40,000

WPAT machines, only 500 reported technical snags. "One to

three per cent of the machines developed a snag. The national

average is four per cent," he said.

Lotus lights up as 'hand' button is pressed: UDF

T'Puram: The UDF workers on Tuesday morning alleged

whenever someone pressed the 'hand' symbol of the Congress

candidate, the light against the BJP's lotus symbol flashed at the

booth no 151 set up at the Madhava Vilasam School, near

Chowara, in Kovalam. They said malfunction came to notice after

76 persons polled the votes, forcing the workers to lodge a

complaint. The election officials then stopped the polling for

about one hour and checked the machine. Later, they clarified

there was no such malfunction as alleged. But the officials said

some of the buttons in the machine were not working in the

morning allegedly due to the moisture in the atmosphere. Later,

the officials replaced the machine.

Case against youth for misleading officials
T'Puram: ln another incident, the police have registered a case

against a21-year-old youth in Thiruvananthapuram on charges

of misleading the officials by raising a complaint that the EVM in

about:reade¡?u¡l=http://www.newindianexpress.Çom/states/k eralal20I9...
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which he cast vote recorded the vote for a wrong candidate. ,h" þ D

officials inspected the machine and confirmed there was no issue

as complained by the youth, who was identified as Abin who cast

his vote at booth number 151 in Pattom Kendriya Vidyalaya in

Thiruvananthapuram. The police registered the case based on

the recommendation of the officials as the allegation he raised

remained unproven. However, he was let off by the police upon

furnishing the security for the station bail.

ln another incident, a voter was arrested for challenging the

presiding officer for the anomaly in EVM at Panmana in Kollam

district. Shamnad of L K Mansil, Porukara, was arrested after he

could not prove his allegations on EVM at a polling booth in

Chittoor. "He said WPAT showed sign of a candidate different

from his choice. But he could not prove it," said a police officer.

He was later released on bail.

UDF booth agents stabbed

Kasargod: Two booth agents of the UDF were stabbed allegedly

by CPM suppofters at Thekkil on Tuesday evening. Youth

League district secretary and Kasargod block panchayat standing

committee member T D Kabeer and UDF booth agent Abdul

Khader Mallom were stabbed, said one of the UDF workers.

Snake spotted inside WPAT machine

Kannur: Polling was held up for some time at booth number .145

at KandakkaiALP School, near Mayyil, on Tuesday morning

after a snake was found inside the WPAT machine on Tuesday

morning. lt was during the mock polling that the officers spotted

the poisonous snake. The unusual incident caused panic among

the voters and officials, delaying the polling for around half an

hour. However, the snake was soon removed and voting

resumed.
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Two officials in Andhra Pradesh get
Ëhe boot over WPAT slip row

8y Express News Seryice
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For representational purposes

VIJAYAWADA: The State government on Thursday suspended

Returning Officer and the Assistant Returning Officer of Atmakur

Assembly constituency in Nellore district for failing to follow the
procedure prescribed for storing WPAT slips after mock polling

during commissioning of EVMs and WPATs.

The action was taken following the direction of the Election

Commission of lndia. After the April 11 elections, at least 200

WPAT slips related to mock poll conducted during

commissioning of EVMs and WPATS were found on the
premises of a government school at Atmakur where

commissioning of EVMs and WPATs was conducted, leading to

4t29i2019.7 43 PM
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a hue and cry by various political parties. "The officials have ¡
acted in violation of the ECI directions and their reckless and

irresponsible actions affected the credibility and Integrity of the

election process," the ECI felt and recommended suspension of

the two officials from service.

F*LL#W *UR €LË*T¡*ru CTVËRAGF g.¡FRË

On Thursday, the government issued orders suspending S

Chinna Ramudu, Returning Officer of Atmakur Assembly

constituency and P Vidyasagarudu, Assistant Returning Officer of

Atmakur constituency. Both the officials were asked not to leave

the h eadq uarters (Atmakur) without obtainin g prior perm ission

from the competent authority.

Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) Gopal Krishna Dwivedi has

informed that21,000 odd government employees are required for

counting of votes across the State on May 23.

The details of allocation of employees to counting centres will not

be revealed until the last minute. He said that they are taking all

steps to maintain secrecy over allocation of staff to the counting

centres so as to avoid unnecessary doubts.

During an informal interaction with mediapersons in his chambers

at the lnterim Government Complex in Velagapudi on Thursday,

the CEO said that after selecting the required staff for counting,

they will organise randomisation procedure twice. Stating that

countinE of votes polled through EVMs will be commenced after

counting of postal ballots and service votes, he said employees

and service voters can exercise their postal ballots until the

commencement of counting.

He informed that 15 tables will be arranged for each Assembly

and Parliamentary constituency. Each counting table consists of

4i29i20t9.7:43 P\4
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a supervisor, counting assistant and micro observer. The CEO

said requisitions came from the officials of Visakhapatnam, West

Godavari and Kurnool districts for increasing the number of

tables in counting centres. On re-polling at a few polling centres

in the State, the CEO said the EC is yet to take a call on the

proposal.

(Get the news that matters from New lndian Express on

WhatsApp. Click this link and hit'tlick to Subscribe'. Follow the

instructions after that.)

.'/
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EVM, WPAT glitches reported across
country as poll¡ng gets underway for
second phase of 2019 Lok Sabha
election - Firstpost

Vinayak Chakravorty Apr 26, 2019 13:53:34 IST

37-47 minules
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Silchar (Assam): As the second phase of polling is underway to

elect members to the 17th Lok Sabha, Electronic Voting Machine

(EVM) and Voter-verified Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) glitches have

been reported at a number of polling booths across the country.

Polling was delayed in Assam's Silchar owing to WPAT
malfunctioned at the polling station-

"There was a minor glitch in the machine, which has been fixed.

The vcters may cast the vote now," Sajad Khan, Sector Officer

(SO) deployed at the polling booth, told ANl.

\o\
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ln Uttar Pradesh, EVMs are not functioning at Mathura, leaving \ O?
voters irked. Reports suggest that some voters have returned t

without voting.

Faulty EVMs have also caused delays in booth numbers 29 and

134 in Raiganj Parliamentary Constituency, as well as at booth

numbers 261 and 263 of Bolangir parliamentary constituency in

Odisha.

Polling is yet to begin at Maniyakarapalayam government high

school in Coimbatore as the voting machine has malfunctioned.

ln Maharashtra, Beed District Magistrate Astik Kumar Pandey

said five places have reported EVM and WPAT malfunctions

since morning in Beed constituency, namely, Georai, Mazalgaon,

Kej, Ashti, Parali.

However, all those machines have been replaced immediately

and polling is going smoothly at all locations, he added.

As paft of the second phase of elections, polling is being held in

Lok Sabha constituencies of Assam (5), Bihar (5), Chhattisgarh

(3), Jammu and Kashmir (2), Karnataka (1a), Maharashtra (10),

Manipur ('l), Odisha (5), Tamil Nadu (38), Uttar Pradesh (8),

West Bengal (3), and a single parliamentary seat of Puducherry.

According io the Election Commission, a voter turnout of 69.43

percent was recorded in phase one of elections in eighteen

states and two Union Territories held on '1'1 April.

Your guide to the latest election news, analysis, commentary, live

updates and schedule for Lok Sabha Elections 2019 on

ärgü!ê.ç2fzerËËlcîl:. Follow us on -{witter and t{t$t1g_tëi!. or like

our f ç;ç*bc*k page for updates from all 543 constituencies for

the upcoming general elections.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

REVTE* p'rrrroN (crvr) No.--oF 20re \st
IN

wRrT PETTTTON(C ) NO. 1s14 OF 2018

IAzuSING OUT OF ORDER PASSED BY THIS HON'BLE COTIRT IN
w.p(c) No. 1s 14 oF 2018 DATED 08.04.20191

IN THE MATTER OF:

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors. ....Petitioners

Versus

Election Commission of India

REVIE\ü PETITION IN THE OPEN COURT
TO

TTIE HON'BLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF INDIA

AND HIS COMPANION JUSTICES OF TT{E

SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

THE HUMBLE PETITION OF

THE PETITIONER ABOVE

NAMED

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:

1. That the Petitioners have preferred the above mentioned Review

Petition under Article 137 of the Constitution R/w Order XLVII of the

Supreme Court Rules 2013 challenging the Impugned Order passed

.Respondent



\0{!
by this Hon'ble Court in \\"(C) No. 1514 of 2018dated 08.04.2019.

The Petitioner craves leave of this Hon'ble Court to treat the

application as part and parcel of the above mentioned Writ petitioner,

the facts of which a.re not being repeated herein for the sake of

brevity.

That in view of the reasons and grounds stated in the accompanying

writ petition, oral arguments are essential in the present matter in

order to assist this Hon'ble Court. It would be in the interest ofjustice

that oral arguments limited to the aspects highlighting error apparent

on the face of record be entedained by this Hon'ble Court and to

present the newly discovered evidence that that has been received by

the Petitioner which was not available to the Petitioner at the time of

the completion of pleadings in the captioned Writ Petition.

That the Petitioners have a good prima facie case for review of the

order dated 08.04.2019 in WP(C) No. 1514 of 2018.

That the present application is being made bone frde and in the

interest oljustice.

PRAYER

The ApplicantPetitioner respectfully prays that this Hon'ble Court

may graciously be pleased to:

a. Direct for hearing of the Review Petition in the open court;



t)

\Db
b. Pass such other order or orders as this Hon'b1e Court may deem fit

to do so in the interest ofjustice.

AND FOR THIS ACT OF KINDNESS THE APPLICANT AS IN

DUTY BOLIND SHALL EVERPRAY.

DRAWN ON 27.04.2019

DRAWN BY: Mr. Prasanna S. Advocate.

FILED ON: 30.04.2019

FILED AT: New Delhi

FILED BY:

Goutham Shivshankar
Advocate-on-Record

For the Petitioners,
Code No: 2698


